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NOTES ON THE SUMMER PRIMER

This special issue of Youth Programs presents the full
ersion of what we see as "a work in progress.- Ntt the

beginning of this past summer May -June. 1093 ).
'Brandeis developed the P1mer on Improvin.g the
Ouality oh-Icademic Enrichment in Summer Youth
EmPloYment Programs as a quick-turnaround docu-
ment for the United States Department of Labor.
Employment and Training Administration. Drawing on
the best thinking and ad\ ice from a national
workgroup of experienced employment and training
practitioners. the goal of the Primer was designed to
provide a basic inumluction to the process of linking
work and learning in the JTP1 Summer Youth
Employment and Training Program. In a short period
of time. our goal t and that of the Department of Labor)
was to co\ er the (.....vetmeac ot academic enrichment
and to pro\ ide a starting point from hich practitio-
ners could advance to more sophisticated work and
learning strategies.

A "Work in Progress"
We present the Primer here as a "work in progress-
because we believe that it and the summer of 1993 are
only the first steps in a long-term effort to build
quality academic enrichment into the summer program
and to strengthen the connections between summer and
year-round work and learning acti \ ities. Ihrough the
Summer Beginnings demonstration i see page 43) and
the experience of other practitioners across the
country. we hope to learn much more about w hat is

in\ oked in creating quality academic enrichment
programs and to integrate that knowledge in future
"primers" and next summer's programs. In short, this
ic an evoking document that we hope to strengthen
and improve oxer time.

The idea of a "work in progress- is also behind our
decision to publish the Primer in Youth Programs
now, at the end of the summer. While the Primer was
distributed to practitioners through training sessions
early in the summer, it is likely that few practitioners
were able to take full adamage of it in planning this
past summer's programs. By publishing the Primer
now, we hope it will reach a broader audience and can
be sed to spur early thinking and planning for next
year's Summer Youth Employment and Triing
Program.

Next Steps and Resources
We encourage you to take some time with the Primer.
Pass it on to people within your oruanization and at
other organizations and talk with them about goals and
opportunities for academic enrichment. When you
and they haxe a sense of "where you all are" and
-where you want to go- with summer enrichment, you
can begin to move on to more sophisticated informa-
tion. Two other documents to consider in that process
are Getting Started: A Discussion In Issues and
Resources on Summer Youth Enrichment (from the
('enter for Remediation Design: 202-872-0776) and A
Field Guide tor limum.ing Academic Enrichment in
Irork-Based and Classroom-Based Programs (from
the Center for I luman Resources at Brandeis: 617-736-
3770).
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Introduction
The Job Training Reform Amendments of 1992
pros ides employment and training practitioners w itil a
unique opportunity to enhance the quality of the
Summer Youth Employment and Training Program.

The legislation acknowledges that young people in
the .ITPA summer program need to enhance their baste
academic skills, occupational skills, work maturity
skills. and other skills such as those descnbed in the
report of the Secretary's Commission on Achieving

ecessary Skills !SCANS).
-.\eademic enrichment- has become the watchword

for the summer program.
this Primer has been developed to respond to a

question that is being asked by policy makers, manag-
ers. and statf at JTPA Service Delk ery Areas tSDAsi:

ow that w e'e been handed the opportunin to
improve the summer youth program. what do we need
to know?"

Who Should Read This Document?
This Primer is aimed at policy makers, administrators.
managers. and staff members of JTPA Service Delk ery
Areas ( SDAsi. It addresses questions from those \ ho
will be called upon to implement "academic enrich-
ment- programs for young people in the Slimmer
Youth Employment and Training Programs (SYFTP).

The Primer is a companion piece to Gettintf
Started: Dis.cusmon at Issues and Resources on
Summer Youth Enrichnwnt. a publication of the ("enter
for Remediauon Design in Washington. D.C. We
recommend that readers of this Primer read Gettimg

especially for a more detailed discussion of th:.
1.ole of functional context instruction in summer youth
enrichment programs.'

Why Has This Primer Been Written?
JTPA Summer Youth Employment and Training
Programs need to tackle the academic deficits of
summer program participants. We cannot ignore the
facts that perhaps the most consistent defining charac-
teristic of the young people served in SYETP is their
.lack of the basic skills necessary for "Iong-term
employ abil ity."

Young p,:ople who can't read, write, or calculate are
in trouble. Young people who are unbable to sok
proptems are in trouble. Young peopie ho can't
think analytically or critically are in trouble.

These skills deficits directly contribute to the
following. unacceptabte national statistics:

One in four young Americans fails to graduate from
high school with his her age-mates.
400.000 young people aged 16-19 dropped out of
school during the 1989-199() school year.
In the next four y ears. 1.620.000 young mericans
will tail to complete hlgh school.
Forty percent of.ITPA-eligible out-of-school youths
are school dropouts. a proportion nearly four times
that of the -,outh population as a whole.
In general. employmen(rates for young people I 8-
24 who completed high school run 45-60 percent
higher than those for school dropouts.
School dropouts are more likely to experience more
li-equent bouts of unemploy ment and htke substan-
tially lower annual and lifetime earnings than high
school and college graduates.

From these statistics we can draw several conclu-
sions that drive summer program design:

Serving in-school young people in our summer
programs is important. but those are not the only
young people we need to serve. Out-at-se/mai
youths need academic enrichment too.
A traditional summer /oh!, approach is not enough
for most young peopie. Educanon must be an
integral part of the summer program.
SAM-budding has to be a primary emphasis of the
summer program and it must address the needs of
both m-school and out-of-school young people.
If traditional public school education hasn't worked
for many young people. the summer program should
not rely upon traditional teaching methods. Nontra-
ditional instructional practices must be used w ith
special emphasis on cmnbining work and learnintf.

SDAs have always served plenty of in-school
teenagers in the summer program. But usually the
summer program offered jobs only. Jobs are nice. but
jobs are not enough.

We know that, without some sort ot'attraetk C

summer educational intervention. many disadvantaged
in-school youths experience learning losses during the
summer. When they re-enter school in September.
much of their initial class-work nwol cs reviewinii
what they 'd forgotten during the summer in other

ords. -catchinu

l;ettint: Started: I Discussion ot Issuev and Resource% on Summer Yowh Enrichment. is mailable from the
( 'enter tor Remediation Desiun. ro obtain a cops please call the Center at t 202)
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SDAs cannot limit summer program actiN ities tbr in-
school youths to jobs only. Rather. SDAs should
provide summer academic enrichment that will stem
summer-time learning losses. In a short time. we can
make serious progress in the improement of the basic
skills of disadvantaged youths.

But let's not stop with in-school youths. Let's look
also at oui-alschool youths.

The summer program can effectively ser e young
people who have left traditional schooling. We should
not view out-of-school youths as an afterthought. Out-
of-school youths can be a major target population. We
must ask:

Why did so many young people drop out of tradi-
tional public school?
Could we. somehqw. find a better tl ay to teach
them?
Could we acknowledge that they ha\ e nontraditional
learning styles?

If designed well, made attracti e. and made nontra-
ditional. summer academic enrichment programs can:

enhance the basic skills of out-a.school oung
people who previously gave up on their public
school educations:
re-kindle an excitement for education among
educationally-defimted young people:
show out-of-school adolescents that they actually
can learn if instruction occurs in the right setting
and acknowledges their personal learning styles:
and.
return many young people who hme been minted
off to education" to some form of educational
intervention - the public schools. GED programs.
or other alternative education programs that use
nontraditional instructional techniques.

In other words, with good planning (and perhaps
some luck), the summer program can become a %chicle

for bringing about learning gains among young people
for whom "success" was previously a foreign concept.

The purpose qf this document, therefire, is to
convey to summer program providers the essentials of
designing and delivering high quality "summer
academic enrichment" programs that benefit in-
.school and out-of-school young people.
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WHAT IS ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT?
Academic enrichment is the new challenge for the
JTPA system. Both the JTPA Reform Amendments of
1992 and well-established Department of Labor policy
emphasize that the Summer Youth Employment and
Training Program should provide a blend of work and
learning aimed at basic skill enhancement. In reality,
this is not a new challenge, but a continuing one.
Summer enrichment and summer remediation have
been required elements of the summer program since
t987. As a result. SDAs need to develop summer
programs that are much more than just work
experience.

In the past. SDAs were called upon to provide
educational -remediation." When we say, "enrich-
ment.' we arc taiking not only about "remediation." but
also about other educational experiences and interven-
tions. -Academic enrichment" includes, but is not
limited to -basic skills remediation."

"Academic Enrichnsent:
is a strategy for

maintaining and increasing
skill levels;

adding new skills to young people"-

exposing young people to new
new ideas.

Academic enrichment is most effective when it
utilizes the principles of functional context instruction.

Functional Context Instruction
is the use of actual work-related or likornislott=?
materials and simulations to teach the amileitionn
of basic oral, reading, writing, compose**
reasoning skills to enable young people.* et
printed and written information to perform
specific job and life tasks competendy.

from Literacy et Work
by brie Philippi

5
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Academic enrichment nas both immediate and long-
range goals which are inter-related. Short-term.
enrichment seeks to avoid summer learning loss and to
strengthen cognitive skills development: reading
w ming. math, basic scientific concepts. and to exercise
critical thinking skills. Equally important is to fully
engage the young person in learning by enabling him
her to begin to use and acquire knowledge to solve
problems posed by challenging work or community
undertakings. The bumper sticker for this enterprise
reads: (..se Your. Head and Your Hands.

Within the context of achieving visible results.
learning comes alive for young people. allowing them
to engage directly in their own education with skilled
adults teachers or others who work with them. This
"active learning.- together with enhanced basic skills,
provide the building blocks and dynamics for progress
towards academic enrichment's lone term goal:
establishing the habit of ongoing learning that will be
necesxarr 1,1 tomorrow'v workplace.

Learning with adults in direct connection with work
otTers other opportunities for education and growth.
such as understanding the value of teamwork for
problem-solving and achievement, or learning how to
get along with peers and supervisors alike in relation
to getting the job done. Often called work maturity
skills, these attainments are not reserved for the
worksite only. They also encourage and facilitate
academic enrichment by enabling the young person to
be more fully available to and more successful in the
learning enterprise.

For Whom? All young people will gain from aca-
demic enrichment when the responsible adults hold
high expectathms for their achievement, encourage
their progress, and make learning come alive through
enabling the learners to use their knowledge by
connecting with the world around them. Young
learners all bring energy. abilities, hopes and aspira-
tions. They differ in attainment levels, learning st,les.
and extent of prior familiarity ith the workplace.

The youth who is mastering high school courses

may feel at sea when confronted with the job
market. For this young person. academic enricn-
mcnt can be centered on use of work-related
materials in the classroom. Classroom skills are
taught 1k ith extra emphasis on how they can he
transferred to the workplace. Sitting behind neat
rows of desks and answering rote questions or
tilling in exams w ill not result in dexelopment of
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the active learning style required in the contempo-
rar workplace. Program operators should try to
bring about more learner-to-learner collaboration.
more problem solving, more task-based skills
de%elopment. Opening the classroom door to adults
from the community is one way of making class-
room work more directly relevant to the world of
work. Improving the adult to student ratio. so that
each student is well known to at least one instruc-
tor, is crucial. 'The old model of one adult lecturing
to a classroom of twenty-fix e students is unlikely to
inspire even succeeding youth to take a more active
role in their own learning.

The youth who is struggling to make the grade in

high school will make real gains in the enrichment
,)rooram that enables him. her to succeed at hands-
(

on tasks. That achievement can reinforce and foster
academic skills development when the young
person makes the connection between what he she
is trying to learn and how it can be used. In
conventional pedagogical terms, this process looks
like remediation. It is. but with an added dimen-
sion: academic enrichment also means framing
learning ithin the context of real challenges. real
work. the real world, and thus engaging the student
in problem solving, communication, critical
thinking. These struggling learners are likely to
significantly improve their grasp of cognitive skills
w hen the ratio of students to adult is low enough to
allow the instructor to know each young person and
to engage each in thinking and problem-solx ing. in
short to develop an active learning style.

For the out-of-school youth, academic enrichment
activities through work-based learning is thc key to
rediscovering a love of learning. Traditional
remediation will achieve little (and may be counter-
productive) because children who fail in school
gain only a fear of learning. VVhen work-based
learning enables them to achieve, learning becomes
attainable and the log jam is broken. Achievement
spells freedom from fear of failure: youth will
strive to learn. Once learning becomes attainable.
learning will flourish in the w ork-based setting and
can then be built upon through the kind of enrich-
ment described above for learners w ho have been
struggling to stay afloat academically.



How To Do It? Efkctive instructors, like effective
parents, coaches, and others who work with children.
know how to draw out the abilities of the young learner
and focus them on challenges that the youth can see
and make sense of. Success requires time and frequent
one-to-one contact with the karner.

Less w idelv understood is how to enable the young
!earner who is turned off to turn around. Particularly
for the adolescent who has learned in the classroom
only to fear failure, visible achievement through
hands-on work is the key. The focus is on joint
problem-soh. ing by an adult and a small team of youth
to get the work accomplished: the tiNcus is not on the

person's academic short-comipgs how much,
how fast, or w hether s he learns information.

Why Combine Work and Learning?
Integrating work and learning is a critical compo-
nent of an effective youth program that is designed
to enhance basic skills. Both academic and %oca-
tional education research are beginning to point to the
integration of work and learning as an effective and
necessary strategy for building the skills of young
people.

Studies of %ocational education students hae found
that w hen ; ocational education students took more
rigorous academic courses, their basic skills gains
were comparable to academic students.
Other studies found solid gains in math skills when
taught as part of a ocational education program.
Studies of "academy- programs in Philadelphia and
California found improvements in school attainment.
graduation rates, and post-high school employment.
Cognithe scientists argue that N. irtually all cognithe

analyzing, synthesizing. problem-sok ing.
etc. are best learned by most people in specific
contexts that present t problem to be solved.

What Academiz Enrichment Strategies
Does This Primer Discuss?
ihis Primer will focus on three common forms of
summer academic enrichment strategies that combine
Aork and learning:

6

-Work-Based Learning" Strategies. In programs that
use Work-Based Learning strategies, work and learning
are totally integrated. Think of them as a mix of 100
percent work and I (R) percent learning. Major
learning activities take place consistently at the work-
site on projects involving crews of young people.
During the summer. each crew may tackle several
projects that require an array of skills.

-Classroom-fk.sed Enrichment" Strategies. Young
people in programs that use Classroom-Based Enrich-
mem strategies participate in a mix of classroom
learning and work experience aimed at conveying an
array of important academic. occupational, and other
important skills.

Maior learning activities take place in the classroom
at the work-site. Indeed, through close communi-

s:ation between work-site supervisors and classroom
instructors, work experience supplements classroom
learning, and classroom actix ities convey work-
oriented skills. This close communication between
supervisor and instructor is a necessary element of
functional context instruction in the SYETP.

-Summer Jobs" Strategies. Programs base.; on a
Summer Jobs strategy place primary emphasis on work
,:xperience. The hae a less intensive educational
focus that aries from youth to youth and from work-
site to work-site based upon the job tasks, work-site.
and management orientation of the work-site.

At an ideal work-site, a participant's supervisor
endeavors to train the y oung person in valuable skills,
and to relate those skills to academic and other -real-

orld- applications. If the supervisor is willing to play
this mentor trainer role. significant functional context
learning can take place. I low ever. the role of "supervi-
or as basic skills instructor- is not necessarily an

expectation.
Most -enrichment- that occurs within this strategy

occurs away from the work-site. SDA staff arrange for
panicipants to attend short-term activities that broaden
their horizons and expand the knowledge gained on
the job. All participants attend some of these activi-
ties. Many of these supplemental activities are based
:mon specific requests solicited from a particular
participant or participants.

P1
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Summer Academic
Enrichment:
Key Elements
Effective youth programs should be designed
around the needs of the young people. not around
the legislation or regulations.

The law should be used to support the youth. not the
other way around. Although legislatioh and regula-
tams are important considerations. they are only a
starting point and should not limit your creati ity

Legislation and regulations do not. by themsel \ es.
assure strong programming. Rather. effecthe program
design and deliver\ w ill hinge tar more on the infor-
mation presented in other parts of this document.

On the other hand. we would he remiss if we did not
summarize quic lv \\ hat the Job Training
Reform Amendments of 1992. and the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor Lmployment and Training Administra-
tion USDOL. ETA ). say regarding initial guidelines
tbr the 1993 Summer Youth Employment and Training
Program.

With each statement draw n from the Amendments
or from LSD01.. \\ e- e -made a point.- We e

ritten it in bold. Each such point represents an
ongoing theme that crops up throughout the balance of
this document.

Overall Purpose of the
Summer Youth Program
Me legislation says that the purpose of the Summer
Youth Employment and Training Program is to:

,:nhance the basic educational skills of youth:
,mcourage school completion or enrollment in
supplementary or altemati e school programs:
pro% ide eligible \ outh ith exposure to the world of
work: and.
enhance the citizenship skills of youth.

The fact that educational issues are the first two
items listed in the legislation's purpose for SVETP
makes it clear that academic enrichment is a
primary focus.

Program Goals and Objectives
According to the Legislation
the kgislation goes on to say that each Ser.\ ice
l)eh \ er \ rea SDA i shall establish w mien program
goais and ohiectic es that shall he used lore \ aluattng

Fail 1993

the effecti eness of summer programs. Such goals and
obiecti es may iiclude:

improvement in school retention and completion;
improvement in academic performance. Including
mathematics and reading comprehension:
improvement in employability skills: and.
demonstrated coordination with other community
ervice organizations such as local educational

agencies. law enforcement agencies, and drug and
alcohol abuse prevention and treatment programs.

The fact that educational goals arc the first two
items listed in the legislation's statement of SYETP
program goals and objectives reinforces the fact
that academic enrichment has become the primary
focus of the summer program.

Program Goals and Objectives According
to USDOL's Subsequent Guidance
On top of the legislati \ e mandate. we add guidance
from the U.S. Department of Labor in the "academic
enrichment- arena. Among the goals of SY ETP. ETA
has established that SYFTP should:

- ensure that outh have meaningful. well-supervised
work experiences \\ hich:

uemonstraie the \ alue of work performed, to the
individual and to the neighborhood or commu-
nity:

I ensure that the youths acquire basic work
competencies and discipline. such as working
and completing assignments as directed by
merall leadership and front-line supervision:
showing up for work regularly, on time. and with
a positive attitude: working as a member of a
team: demonstrating sound reasoning abilities:
and exercising independent judgement: and.
reinforce the relationship between the skills
acquired on the job and what is learned in an
educational setting.

ensure that enrollees are provided academic enrich-
ment which, at a minimum. counteracts the erosion
of basic educational skills associated with the
summer months and. to the extent possible. increases
the lex el of educational skills, particularly reading
and mathematics.
provide income for w ork to economically disathan-
taged youth to benefit them. their families. and
their communities.
enhance the le\ el and quality of public sem ices
pros ided to distressed neighborhoods and commu-
nities.



use this summer's experience as a means to further
enhance and enrich subsequent summer jobs
programs in areas such as:
./ innovative educational components:

the relationship between success in the world of
work and educational attainment: and.
providing year-around services to youth to
preserve educational gains achieved during the
summer.

The selection of USDOL's goals presented above
again emphasizes the need for educational enrichment.
But USDOL's goals go further. They talk about "mean-
ingful- work experience, public service projects. and
linking work and education. They also view this
summer's program as an investment in future summer
programs.

Target Population Served by the Program
The legislation states that an individual shall be eligible to
participate in SYETP if s he:

is age 14 through 21: and
is economically-disathantaged: or
has been determined to meet the eligibility require-
ments for free meals under the National School
Lunch Act during the most recent school year.

The age range and target population set.. ed by the
program is broad enough so that SDAs must be pre-
pared to offer a variety of academic enrichment options
that are appropriate for young people at various learn-
ing levels and developmental stages.

Service Strategies for Which
SYETP Funds May Be Expended
The legislation states that, in addition to administrative
tasks. SYETP funds may he used for:

basic and remedial education:
institutional and on-the-job training:
work experience programs:
youth corps programs:
employment counseling:
occupational training:
preparation for work:
outreach and enrollment actiNitics:
employability assessment:
job referral and placement:
job search assistance and job club activities:
activities under programs described in section
2651131:

any other employment or job training activity that
gives employment to eligible individuals or prepares
and places the indi% iduals into employment:

supportive services necessary to enable such indi-
viduals to participate in the program.

We note also that USDOL ETA has introduced what it
calls a "Key New Feature: Academic Enrichment."
We quote from a "Training and Employment Guidance
Letter" (.April 1,1993 ): "The President. the Congress, and
the Secretary of Education have placed a high priority on
enriching academic services to maintain and improve
basic educational skills for all summer youth enrollees
during the school vacation periodlsr Academic enrich-
ment activities should typically include:

asseSSMent of the basic skills and supportive service
needs of each participant:
skill-hased instruction in reading and math:
curricula matched to the learning levels and interests
of each individual participant:
use of learning technology as an integral part of
participant learning.:
not less than 90 hours of academic enrichment
instruction during the period of participation, except
where fewer or more hours are dictated by partici-
pant assessment: and.
pre- and post-testing of participants' reading and
math skill levels and gains, utilizing instruments
appropriate to an individual's age.

The extensive array of supportable, academic
enrichment activities found ii the guidelines above
sends a clear message to summer program providers

the U.S. Department of Labor is:
strongly emphasizing academic enrichment;
providing local Service Delivery Areas with a
tremendous amount of flexibility in defining their
summer program enrichment strategies;
encouraging creativity at the local level; and,
encouraging accountability for academic interven-
tions.

In summary. SDAs should note that:
You must develop academic enrichment interven-
tions.

SYETP now has an educational focus.
You have room to be creative.

You.% e. been told the outcomes you must strive
for, but not told how you must achieve them.
You have room to meet local needs.

Now is the time to grasp the opportunity. Use it to
the advantage of young people in your commu-
nity!

You must integrate work and learning activities.
/ Research and lessons from experience support this

direction.
Youth Programs



Key Principles
Several later chapters in this Primer are devoted to
descriptions of three academic enrichment strategies
that are appropriate tbr summer youfh employment and
training programs:

ork-hased learning:
classroom-based enrichment: and
summer jobs strategies.

Each of these three approaches has its own unique
aspects and target groups with which it is most
effective.

However. before getting into the details of each
specific strategy. let's look at the basic concepts that
apply to all three strategies. In other w ords. lets take
an SDA that recognizes the need to pros ide oung
people with some forms of summer academic enrich-
ment. ..ind let's answer the question. -Where %houid we
start.'

The box on this page contains a list of the -keys to
success." We have provided an inventory of fifteen
"absolutes" basic principles that CroAs all three
itcculemic enrichment strategies. This list should serve

as a starting point. The principles we've set forth
represent the up-front: generic "rules of the game- for
summer academic enrichment. Each principle is
discussed in more detail in the remainder of this
chapter.

Summer program planners should review the list
and the accompanying discussion, and use this
information to stimulate discussions among the many
folks %vho should be involved in summer program
planning.

Principle #1: Extensive Planning is Crucial
The expanded role of the summer program and of the
players jn it calls for, a formidable amount of planning
that cannot be achieed through a last-minute effort

First of all, summer enrichment is not an "add-on.-
Rather, it is a long-term strategy.

\ Ithough the planning ume for the summer 1993
program is limited. SDAs should try not to think of the
funds received this summer as being related only to
this summer's program. Rather. SDAs should use
these summer months as an opportunity to hire extra
staff to do planning and to develop strategies that will
he used in future summers.

15 KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL SUMMER ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT PROGRAMMING

I. Extensive planning is crucial.
2. The design of a summer academic enrichment strategy should start with the characteristics of the

youth it will serve.
3. Summer academic enrichment should be offered to both in-school and out-of-school young people.
4. Planners must decide what outcomes they seek.
5. "Remediation" and "enrichment" are different.
6. No one academic enrichment strategy will work with all summer participants.
7. Enrichment strategies should emphasize skill transfer through a combination of work and learning.
8. Teaching techniques for summer academic enrichment should differ from traditional school

approaches.
9. Summer academic enrichment activitie.: should use functional context instruction.
10. The summer learning setting should not feel like a traditional classroom environment.
11. Program designs must acknowledge that most participants are experiencing the changes and turmoil

of adolescence.
12. Many summer participants will need support services and other community resources.
13. Summer academic enrichment should be linked with year-around efforts.
14. Effective summer academic enrichment programs require sophisticated inter-institutional

partnerships.
15. An SDA that receives increased summer program funding should not assume that the numbers of

participants served needs to increase proportionately.
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The fact is. SDAs can no longer "turn on the
summer jobs machine" that they used in the past.
They must now consider the intricacies of educational
enrichment and instructional planning. land-in-hand

ith increased complexity is the need for more
sophisticated training for adults l% ho work with
summer program participants. The message here is.
"Plan. plan. and plan again!"

Principle #2: The Design of a Summer Aca-
demic Enrichment Strategy Should Start
with the Characteristics of the Young
People it Will Serve
Effective seryices,dont start w tth the JTPA Amend-
ments or their accompanying regulations. Rather.
decisions that result in solid academic enrichment
strategies start with two ke questions:

Who do we want to sell. e.' ,md
What are the common characteristics of the youth
we want to sene'.'

The answers to these questions should guide
subsequent decisions about the tpes of enrichment
strategies an SDA pros ide. and the support
sen ices necessary to supplement those programs.
The answers w ill %an from one SDA to another and
will affect each SDAs unique program design.

Principle #3: Summer Academic Enrichment
Should Be Offered to Both In-School and
Out-of-School Young People
There is little doubt that participation in summer
academic enrichment activities will benefit in-school
youths. Academic enrichment helps stein summer
learning losses, maintains and enhances existing skills.
and exposes youths to new skills and ideas.

But academic enrichment is not solely for in-school
youths. Just because some young people are not in
school does not mean that they don't need skills
enrichment.. Indeed, academic enrichment designed to
enhance basic skills is (.!en more important for out-of-
school ouths than for in-school youths because what
JTPA otTers ma, be out-of-school youths last, best
shot at any basic skills enhancement at all.

I lowe% er. out-of-school youths may require signifi-
cant modifications to program design elements such as
recruitment. assessment, teaching strategies. and
support services.

Principle #4: Planners Must Decide
What Outcomes They Seek

70 The next planning phase asks the question. "What
outcomes do we want young people in our academic
enrichment programs to attain b the end of the

summer'!" The answer to this question will also guide
choices of enrichment approaches and accompanying
suppoit services.

We note that summer program outcomes should be
in the form of sAills to be attained in a real context.
Rather than defining expected learning outcomes that
refer to skill levels in a .acuum (e.g.. "increase reading
one grade !evert. summer program planners need to
think in terms of skill le\ els relative to performance as
specified within a real context (e.g.. "Read the person-
nel manual ti-om ACNIE Cthapany, and explain what it
means").

We note also that academic enrichment programs
should focus on an array of skills such as those
described in the SCANS rePort. TheSeinelude
"foundation skills" basic skills (reading, writing,
arithmetic, listening, and speaking): thinking skills
'cream e thinking, decision making. problem solving.
mental visualization, know ing how to learn, and
reasoning). and personal qualities (responsibility, self-
esteem. sociability, self-management, and integrity/
honesty). They also include -workplace competencies"

resource management. interpersonal skills, and the
ability to use and understand information, systems, and
technology.

We're not just talking about work maturity skills.
\ or are Nxe limiting efforts to traditional reading,

riting. and math.

Principle #5: "Remediation" and
"Enrichment" are Different
For years, educational "remediation" services have
been included as part of the arsenal of many JTPA
youth programs. In general. "remediation" involves
learners gaining know ledge and skills that they lack
hut are expected to ha% e. given their age range and
grade level.

"Enrichment" is more than remediation. In brief,
enrichment includes remediation focused on building
skills. However, it ga es. further. to:

expand and deepen knowledge and skills that the
learner already possesses: and.
focus on introducing young people to experiences
that broaden their perspectives and enhance their
lives.

Principle #6: No One Academic
Enrichment Strategy Will Work
with All Summer Participants
-One size does not tit all."SDAs will need to match
each participant with an appropriate learning strategy
and accompanying service mix that is based upon a
comprehensie assessment of strengths. weaknesses.
developmental stages. basic skills, other skills, and
st.ppon sa\ ice needs.
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To the extent possible. program matches and
intenentions should be "customized- to fulfill each
participant's personal needs. It is probable that SDAs
w ill need to otter a selection of academic enrichment
strategies based upon participants':

ages. developmental stages. and maturity levels:
.:ducational history. academic skills and abilities.
and learning styles:
other skilk:
pres ions work history and levels of work maturity:
extraneous life and family circumstances: and.
needs for other support services.

!losses er. regardless of w hich enrichment strategies
are chosen. instruction will need to use nontradiuonai
learning approaches that addiess the xaried learning
sty les of summer participants. This is especiallY true
for out-of-school youth tbr whom traditional instruc-
tional strategies has e already pros en inetIectise.

We note also that:

IPart.c.pants ith x ery low basic skill les els may
need more intensive and personahred instruction.
more support, and considerable encouragement.
Participants with higher skills les els mav need more
sophisticated opportunities to w ork and progress on

their ow n.

Principle #7: Enrichment Strategies
Should Emphasize Skill Transfer Through
a Combination of Work and Learning
As we improse our ability to use work as the \chicle
tbr learning, programs must not get so tOcused on the
specific work content that they tbrget to teach more
generaii/ed skills (e.g.. students using a ruler to
measure a pipe in a plumbing project should learn
other w ay s ss hich measuring with a ruler is useful).
Young people need to learn how to transfer and apply
skills to many content areas in the work world and in
Ii fe.

Principle #8: Teaching Techn'ques for
Summer Academic Enrichment Should Differ
from Traditional School Approaches

lo:,t school dropouts and many inv hool
;lase experienced the frustration of has mg inndexpLue
basic skills and struggling in traditional classroom
actis hies:

I he expenence of young dropouts and of in-school
ouths till poor basic skills ha, often been one of

tepeated failure.
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Dropping out and poor basic skills are also associ-
ated with a significant loss of self-esteem and self-
confidence.
Regardless of actual ability. dropouts and students
at-risk tend to has e lower self-assessments, possess
lower occupational aspirations, and exhibit more
pronounced rebelliousness and delinquent behavior.
Low achles mg students, in contrast to as erage or
higher achievers. often do not beliese that effort
and achiesement are linked.
Among academically at-risk students and school-
leavers a lack of self-esteem manifests itsetf in an
unw illimmess to try things. social isolation.

Ithdraw al from school-related activities, poor
attendance. and hostile behas

l'he summer program should not cause Oung
people to endure fat l Lire and frustration oser and oser
again. It does not has e to damage their self-esteem.
Indeed. 4.s eil-conceis ed summer enrichment strategies
can "turn participants on- to learning.

Summer academic enrichment programs can take
positive steps to tackle the issues of failure and low
self-esteem:

To the extent possible. learning actis ities should be
mdisidualized. and self-paced.
. \cademic enrichment programs can demonstrate
high expectations participants. and support
participants efforts to fulfill those expectations.
\endemic enrichu cut strategies can incorporate
cuicles through which participants experience

regular successes and connect those successes to
their own actions and efforts.

Principle #9: Summer Academic
Enrichment Activities Should Use
Functional Context Instruction
Educators have tbund that a learner will most readily
acquire skills when s he is exposed to authentic uses of
those skills in situations that are relexant to him. her.

This process of building a learner's basic academic
skills through real experiences like work or life-related
activities is known as linulional ewnexi lastruc non. It

is far more effective with many young people than are
traditional approaches -book learning- or drill-and-
practice in which basic academic skills are taugin
tt ithout a direct relatiomhip for tne purposeful ways in

which those skills can I,e used.
Iii functional eonte..1 instructional strategies:

Real-lite situations and real work apphcations ;ire
the teaching strategy.



Learners have to know something. and must do
something with what they know. before they are
considered competent.
Skills and knowledge are not learned in isolation
from trIch other, nor arc they learned apart. from the
content that gives them meaning.
Learning is contextual, and learning is meaningful
because of the context in which it is presented.

Principle #10: The Summer Learning
Setting Should Not Feei Like a
Traditional Classroom Environment
If young people are to be instructed in a classroom, its
arrangement and environment should he different from
a traditional school classroom. Young people should
not walk into their learning setting and sav. -Oh. This

tu:.t like school.-
Of course, school classrooms arent the oni places

oung people learn. Academic enrichment can and

should happen in other locations. most particularly
work-sites.

Principle #11: Program Designs Must
Acknowledge that Most Participants
are Experiencing the Changes and
Turmoil of Adolescence
Summer program participants are undergoing a set of
psychological. emotional. ocational. and social
deN elopment changes that are inherent parts of the
journey through adolescence.

As a developmental period, adolescence is character-
ized by change and, often. by confusion.
Although adolescents appear to be rapidly gaining
the physical maturity. independence, and mobility
of adults, they arc not adults.
Most adolescents' emotional maturity and life
experiences are too limited for them to de% elop the
mofivation. responsibility, and goal-directed
behavior that can often be expected of an adult.
Young people are in the midst of exploring and
defining their own values, goals. and identities.
Adolescence is also a period of experimentation with
oecupational..vocational goals and choices.

fhe years from 16 to 25 hae been called a
-moratorium period" hy one writer, who
describes those years as a time of gradually
increasing know iedge of the labor market.
experimentation, and frequent job changes prior
to settling down.
( ienerally. younger adolescents (approximately
ages 14-171 are less knowledgeable about and
less committed to the labor market and potential
careers than their older peers.

As they mature (approximately ages 18-21), most
young people become increasingly more realistic
about the need for training and education to reach
specific goals.

/ Older participants (approximately ages 18-21),
are far more likely to be ready to make specific
occupational choices than younger participants,
and thr less likely to he willing to become
ins olved in a program that focuses solely on
education.

Therefore, academic enrichment strategies can't be
just atered-down versions of adult basic education
-arategies. Enrichment strategies must acknowledge
that:

\ dolescents ha e different learning needs from
adults.
Older adolescents have different learning needs from
younger adolescents.
Each adolescent's learning needs are unique.
Young people need to participate in "horizon
broadening" activities.
Young people need to observe and relate to adults
who can model positive -adult behaviors."
Young people need to connect how what they are

arning is applied in the work world and in "real
1 i fe."

Young people need numerous hands-on experiences
through which they can try out different roles,
practice different behaviors, and observe others.
Young people generally need programs that offer the
chance to actively explore and experiment.
Programs need to set up experiences which affirm
and re-affirm participants' personal strengths.
Program staff should be nurturing adults who can
overcome participants' distrust of adults, and
engage and mentor young people.
Programs should incorporate activities that require
and enhance teamwork.

Principle #12: Many Summer
Participants Will Need Support Services
and Other Community Resources
Many young people face multiple barriers to program
participation and successful employment. Therefore,
the potential for summer enrichment programs to
maintain the active participation of these young people
is directly related to those programs' capacity to
pros ide personal and social supports.

1 3
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Although not all participants will require all of the
sen ices listed blow. a well-conceived summer program

regardless of the enrichment strategies chosen
needs to arrange for supports such as:

transportation:
food:

clothing work clothes hoots:
shelter permanent and temporary:
chikl care:
medical, mental health, and dental care:
drug alcohol abuse treatment and prevention:
legal asststance:
counseling:
post-summer lob placement assistance:
post-summer educational placement assistance:
other post-summer transition support:
other post-summer options for out-of-school youths:
and.
mentorships.

Principle #13: Summer Academic Enrichment
Should be Linked with Year-Round Efforts
The summer program can no longer be designed as if it
were an island. It should not stand alone. Stand-alone
etthrts are only marginally effective for most young
people.

For in-school youths, public schools need to he
active partners w ho ork with the SDA to develop
smooth transitions from the pre-summer school year
into the summer program. and from the summer
program into the subsequent school year.
School and summer program assessments and cur-
ricula need to be coordinated. Schools' information
about students should flow to the summer program so
that it can *set up appropriate educational interventions
for students. In turn. summer program outcomes
shoukl h .:ommunicated to the schools so that teachers
can pick up skill-building where the summer program
It_ft oft:

For out-of-school youths. the summer program can
IN: s ehicle fOr "returning them to learning.- An
enjoyable ,ind kaluabie summer learning experience
can ollen he the key to ha\ ing them consider returning
to school or to alternative education programs. At the
erv least, they may improve their work maturity skills,

gam transferrable occupational skills, and v. ish to re-
...ater the w ork-thrce kk ith renewed energy.

Principle #14: Effective Summer
Academic Enrichment Programs
Require Sophisticated Partnerships
.111) \ can't design or operate the summer program
alone.

the ek olution ot the .ITPA summer program from a
retail, el. simple ":011, program- into a more complex
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"academic enrichment- effort requires SDAs to
dekelop community-wide partnerships w ith multiple
institutions and key individuals. It may be beneficial
to ink olve a ariety of players in many aspects of
program planning and implementation. Among these
are:

the young people w ho w ill participate in the pro-
gram:
the public schools:
community-based organizations:
other gokernment-supported human service institu-

Lt-1::innsit:tunity and grassroots organizations:
employers:
colleges and unkersities:
labor unions: and.
parents.

Later chapters in this Primer will address partner-
ship-formation issues in more detail.

Principle #15: An SDA that Receives
Increased Summer Program Funding Should
Not Assume that the Number of Participants
Served Needs to Increase Proportionately
The "numbers game- should no longer he a driving
force behind summer programs. The idea is not to
simply hire lots more kids while continuing to pros ide
them w ith a mediocre summer experience. Rather, the
emphasis is on quality services and enhanced skills
(meanies. If the TPA summer youth program is to
successmilv serve a variety of young people
especially those deemed "at-risk- then we're
talking about increased expenditures per participant.

Let's spend more money to plan our programs right
and to develop strategies that will serve each young
person more effectively. For example, we're talking
about spending more money now to:

plan and implement attractive. creative academic
enrichment opportunities that will benefit youth not
only this summer, but also in subsequent summers:
do clop curricula, based on functional context
instruction principles, that can be used in 'future
summer programs ovet the years:
hire good stafll and de k clop and provide more
intensike staff training and development opportuni-
ties:
pay oung people for their participation in program-
sponsored educational actk Hies: and.
ensure small learner instructor ratios so that partici-
pants receive significant individualized attention.



Work-Based
Learning Strategies
Summer academic enrichment programs Using "work-
based learning" strategies totally integrate \%ork and
academic learning. We might sal. that these programs
consist of a mix of lot) percent work and 100 percent
learning.

Major learning acti% ities take place consistently on
"real work" pi7nectc in% olving crews of approximately
six young people per Crew Supervisor. Participants
learn basic academic skills through work.

Facilitated by a Crew Super% isor and assisted b
other able adults. cro% members reward,. /Van.
inplentent. and (Tahiate essential aspects of a N.% ork

rrolect and its accotnpan%. ing tasks. 1-he learn by
doing.

As crew members carry out their tasks. the.% exercise
a ariety of important skills and consider hm% each
skill relates to:

ht"e project they are working on:
academic subjects they have studied or should
study:
basic academic skills they ha% e developed or
should de% clop:
interpersonal skills the w ill need:
occupational skills needed in the labor market:
transferrable marketable skills that cross occupa-
tions:
other occupations that require the skills they are
using and learning.

Throughout the slimmer, a crew may tackle several
different projects and thereby acquire and review an
array of useful. transferrable skills.

We note also that crews iriay not be able to start out
ith sophisticated projects. They may not start out as

a team. They may need to begin with activities that
smable them to de%elop team-work and other -founda-
:ion" skills. Once armed w ith those basics, crew
members may he able to function well together and
'iandle more challenging projects. As crews progress.
.xpectations can he raised commensurately, and the
degree of-difficult% of projects and project tasks can
ncrease.

Which Young People Are Best Served
by Work-Based Learning Approaches?

14
rhere is a strong rationale for why work-based
'zarning strategies require a low ratio of young people
per supervisor (approximately 6 to I ). As the number

young people per adult super% isor increases. the

:ffectiveness of the strategy decreases because its
hallmarks are:

Individual attcntion and
a mpporritv. \rrucnired ival work environment.

Although nearly any young person can benefit from
work-based learning strategies. the complexity of
organizing such programs makes it unlikely that all
summer participants can be involved in them.

SDAs that are considering development of a work-
based learning strategy should ask themselves, "Which
of the many young people we will serve this summer
are nu,st in need of personal attention and a structured
en ironmentr

We recommend that SDAs consider- focusing work-
based learning resources on participants whose
de% elopmental needs and or work and educational
histories call for these two (actors.

These include, but are not limited to:

Yollger In-School Youths l ho:
are between the ages of 14 and 16:
lack ,,ork experience:
are venturing into the world of work for the first
time:
are, because of their developmental stage, in need
of a structured. Well-defined. team building
experience:

dtliie chance for self-exploration and personal

have been assessed as ha% ing basic skills deficits:
have not had successfid experiences learning in a
traditional classroom em ironment.

School Dropouts who:
are between the ages of 16-19:
lack %%ork experience or successful work experi-
ences:
need skill-specific training:
need to develop positive work maturity skills:
require enhancement of their academic skills but
have been turned off to group learning in a tradi-
tional classroom setting:
would benefit from a structured, supportive environ-
ment:
/ through which they can absorb the knowledge

necessary to survi% e in the world of work;
that can address issues of powerlessness. group
and peer relationships, the need for successes.
etc.
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What Outcomes are Typically Sought from
Work-based Learning?
13v the ume the summer program ends, participants in
a well-conceived work-based learning program should
have attained an array of skills based upon the projects
in kl hich they participate.

Reeardless of project, participants should use (and
hopefull absorb the value oli the follow ing skills:

Basic Academic
Ben project should in\ok e ex ery crew
member in numerous activities that require the
use of appliedreading. riting. and arithmetic.

Thinking Skills:
\ ery project should require e \ ery crew member

to regularly think cream ely. make decisions.
solve problems. and recognize the processes they
used to do these functions.

Personal Skills:
rhrough active participation in crew-work.
participants should be actively called upon to
demonstrate responsibility, self-management.
integrity. sociability, and communication

.nterpersonal Skills:
Through work on a crew, participants should use
skills such as teaching peers. Nen ing others.
leading, 1011ow ing. negotiating. and \\ orkine
\A, ell with people of different sexes and culturall.
di \ erse backgrounds.

Specific Occupational
Depending upon the projects tackled by a
particular crew. participants should learn an
array of technical skills necessary to perform a
specific job.

If nil( Maturity Skills:
Participants should learn "what it means to
work" by putting in a full day at A ork doing
"real work." and being held accountable for
outcomes.

Citizenship Skills:
Participants should learn about their rights and
responsibilities as citizens of their community
and their countr

In addition, the communit or neighborhood in
hich participants li e should benefit from the projects

that participants complete. The community should tel
that "our oung people" did somethine positive and
important something to be \ alued. The participants
should feel that they did something the can talk about
and point to \\ ith onde.
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What are Some Typical Examples
of Work-Based Learning Projects?
Many types of projects can be carried out using a work-
based learning approach. Opportunities abound. The
rule here is. "creativity. creativity. and creativity."
Some tpical examples of work-based learning projects

both urban and rural are:

assembling playgrounds:
implementing small-scale construction projects:
conducting weatherization or insulation projects:
painting and renmatine public housing interior.
exterior, and grounds:
planting community gardens:
constructing trails in state parks:
conducting erosion control projects in parks and at
beaches:
implementing land reclamation projects:
leading "meals on w heels" projects:
conducting projects that aid the elderly or the
disabled:
assisting with blood drives or inoculation programs:
producing "youth theater" or videos dealing with
issues such as substance abuse. \ iolence. racism.
:fangs. staying in school. AIDS prevention. etc.
de\ eloping neighborhood fairs or festi \ als:
oreanizing \ oter registration drives: and.
conducung projects that aid children and families.

Who are the Key Adults in
Work-Based Learning Programs?

Crew Supervisor:
This person is the key to the success of the work-
hosed learning apprf,ach. S he is lead facilitator
of crew projects. super\ isor of implementation.
instructor, counselor, mentor. crew worker, and
sometimes surrogate parent.

if nrk-Site Coordinator:
This indi idual helps negotiate work projects.
supervises Crew Super isors. and provides
logistical supports for all aspects of crew work.

Project Sponsor:
This is usually an organization that collaborates
with the Work-Site Coordinator and others to
de\ clop a valuable project that can be carried
out by one or more crews and benefits the
community.

Coordinator Or If 'ark-Site Education:
rhis person documents eligibility of participants,
handles record-keeping. reports to schools about
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participant progress. %%orks ith crew leaders
regarding outreach needs for additional learning.
and arranges counseling and health care.

--41iorkiLearning Supervisor:
This indiv idual supports crew leaders in plan-
ning and organizing work projects and their
accompanying learning components.

Special Interest Group:
When a project is devised to benefit a "commu-
nity.- there w ill ine% nab!). he different groups in
that community whose imok ement is crucial.
They can help if invoked. or can kill a protect if
left as outsiders.

Project Specialists:
These people possess specific skills or resources
not present among the Crew Supervisor or c(ew

members. Project Specialists may be skilled
trades-people (carpenter. general contractor) or
have other specialized knowledge relevant to the
project (geriatric specialist, blood drive orga-
nizer. community worker). They work with the
crew as advisor, technical expert. and instructor.

School/Parent/Agency Liaison:
This individual coordinates IA ork-based learning
activities with the schools to assure that what
crew members are learning and doing is tied to
year-around school learning. S he assures that
parents play an active. supportiv e role in the

work-based learning process. This person also
coordinates w ith other professionals at various
agencies who serve the crew member.

What are the Component Parts of a
Typical Work-Based Learning Project?
Categories of activity that are involved in developing
and implementing work projects at which work-based
learning occurs include:

developing a work project:
planning the work project:
implementing the work project: and.
evaluating the work project.

Successful work-based learning projects are not
ones in which the adults do the planning and super\ is-

mg. and the young people just do the -grunt work.-
Rather, the young people are heat ily involved in nearly
all aspects of planning. implementation. and evalua-
tion. Once a project has been identified. the young

16 people research what it will take to do it .lesign it.

carry it out. and help evaluate it.
The degree of difficulty of any project must be based

heav upon the skills possessed by crew members and
the extent to vv hich crew members hav e learned to
operate as a team.

How Do Work-Based Learning
Projects Get Developed?
The purpose of this first phase is to identify and
negotiate the details of a project that will be carried out
by a crew (or crews) of young people and that ulti-
inately will prov ide a valuable service to the commu-
nity.

Who is involsed in this phase? The primary respon-
sibilities for this phase fall to the:

SDA's marketing staff:
Project Sponsor:
Work-Site Coordinator:
Coordinator for Work-Site Education:
Work Learning Super% isor:
Special Interest Groups i:ommunity Groups: and.
Protect Specialist.

They may solicit input from:
Crew Super% (Nor:

Crew Members: and.
School Personnel.

What gets done during the project development
phase? The first aspect of project development
involves marketing activities. The SDA needs to
solicit Project Sponsors. To carry out this phase:

rhe SDA should develop a set of project criteria and
marketing materials that w ill attract potential project

sponsors.
Project criteria might include concepts such as these:
/ A project must be able to be completed in the

time available.
/ Expectations regarding project accomplishments

must be made clear.
/ A project must enable young people to use and

learn a \ ariety of transferrable vocational and
academic skills.

I A project must result in a product or service that

is of value to the community.
/ The community must be involved in project

development.
/ A work plan must be devised that details how the

:Irotect 11111 he implemented in the available time.

and %% hat goals and learning objectives will be

mastered in the process.
/ The work plan must be developed by the crew

members. with facilitation by their Crew
Supervisor and assistance from other key adults.
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The work plan needs to include learning_ objec-
tix es that detail the basic academic skills, the life
skills, and the specific occupational skills that
participants will learn throueh their work on the
project: ideally, functional context instructional
approaches will be specified in this part of the
work plan.
A project must involve real work for real pay.
Safety precautions must be discussed and
implemented.
Labor union rules must be observed.
Child labor laws must be observed.
Work-sites must be located where participants
can act to them by walkine. public or SDA-
provided transportation. or other reasonable
means.
Regular recosmition and awards tor crevv mem-
bers must be an integral part of the project.

The SDA should market the benefits of its crew
work initiative offering community oreaniza-
tions the chance to tackle projects where the
formidable labors of crew members are provided to
organizations that can offer projects which fulfill
-work-based leamine" criteria
The Work-Site Coordinator, backed by the SDA's
strong marketing efforts, should solicit projects
from community organizations or erassroots
groups. (However, after sev eral summers of
successful operation of work-based learning
projects. the need for marketing and solicitation
may diminish. The youth crews' track record
should generate requests (or projects.).

Once a potential Project Sponsor has been identi-
fied. the SDA and the sponsor need to define the
nature and scope of the project. To carry out this
phase:

The potential Project Sponsor suggests a project that
vv ill benefit the community, contribute to skills
participants should learn, and can be completed
within appropriate time constraints.
Details of the project are discussed and negotiated.
often with input from the Crew Supervisor, crew
members. Work-Site Education Coordinator. the
Work. Learn= Supervisor, and others who will be
involved in the project.
'The Project Sponsor. Work-Site Coordinator. and
Work Learning. Supervisor negotiate a %v rmen
agreement that defines:
I the project to be tackled:

the outcomes, services, and or w ork-products to
be achiev ed within the time-line:
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the quality indicators of "successful completion:-
the skills participants will learn through planning
and implementation of the project:
thc tools, materials, and resources that will be
provided (by whom, how. and when) to support
completion of the project:
the Project Specialists that will be involved
and how their services will be assured:

I details through which an end-of-project -comple-
tion ceremony- will be conducted so that the
community and the work crew are acknowledeed
for their roles in the project:
how project completion and outcomes will be
evaluated:
how crew members' learnine eains will be
evaluated: and.
other details that assure that all goals of all parties
are met.

When a project agreement has been negotiated.
the work planning phase can begin.

How Does a Project Worle
Plan Get Developed?
The purpose of this phase is to have oung people on
one or more crews hammer out the details by which
they will implement and complete the work project.
Young people will need to be activ ely involved in
de eloping the project work plan.

Who is involved in this phase? The primary respon-
sibilities for this phase fall to:

the Crew Supervisor:
Crew Members:
the Work Learning Supervisor: and.
the Coordinator for Work-Site Education.

They may be assisted by:
Project Specialists:
the Work-Site Coordinator:
the Project Sponsor:
Community Volunteers:
Special Interest Groups:Community Groups: and.
School personnel.

What gets done during this phase? The Crew
Supervisor and Work Learning Supervisor are the
major adult players in this aspect of work-based
learning. Rut it is the Crew Supervisor who plays the
key role.



The Work, Leaminu Supervisor works closely with
the Crew Supervisor to figure out how work tasks can
be translated into functional-context learning activities.

The Crew Supervisor fiwilitwes crew members as
they develop a comprehensive w ork plan that w ill guide
all future actions and learninu of the crew. Other adults
may participatc in advisory roles, but it is the ounu
people who develop the work plan.

All involved parties work as partners to dev elop a
plan incorporatinu the tbllowing concepts. elements.
and principles:

The project outcome is clearly defined.
The work plan addresses work skills. performance
objectives, basic academic skills, tools, special
equipment. materials and assistance needed, safety
precautions. special questions or comments.
assiunments of the crew, personal uoals regarding
work-site relationship, accomplishments, time-
tables. etc.
The project is broken into major operational compo-
nents.
Each component has a -completion point- tied to it.
Each completion point has a series of operational
steps defined -What steps need to he carried out

to complete this component?"
For each component point and its associated steps.
an analysis is done of what resources and tasks w ill
be in% olved and under what schedule:
/ tasks that must be completed h the crew as a

whole:
/ crew members who will lead:
/ crew members who will "follow

specific tasks for each crew member:
tools,equipment. property. work clothinu. safety
instruction:

/ inclement weather assignments, transportation.
food. support:
,:ervices. technical assistance. etc.: and.

otii.!r logistical issues.
For each task and its associated steps. an analysis is
done of w hat accompanyinu skills will be needed.
and of how those skills will be conveyed and used.
Thc Crew Supervisor and Work, Learninu Supervisor
continue to work together assuring the work and
learnine are totaily inteurated. They communicate
reeularly with the Coordinator for Work-Site
Education and other key adults.
Task analysis is documented through the work plan.
and accompanying academic and work maturity
skills attainment is benchmarked.

How Does the Work Plan Get lmpiemented?
The purpose of this phase is to have young people on
one or more crews carry out the project work plan, and
ti-om their experiences uain valuable. transferrable
skills.

Who is involved in this phase? Primary responsibility
tivr this phase tails to:

Crew members:
the Crew Supervisor: and.
the Work, Leamine Supervisor.

They may he assisted by:
Project Specialists:
Work-Site Coordinator:
Project Sponsor:
Community Volunteers:
Special Interest Groups.Community Groups; and,
the Coordinator for Work-Site Education.

What gets done during this phase? Project imple-
mentation represents the "heart- of work-based
learning. A project should be implemented as per the
work plan that has been created by the crew(s) with
the support and facilitation of the Crew Supervisor and
Coordinator for Work-Site Education.

Young people learn throueh their work. Crew
members are instructed, guided. cajoled, and mentored
by the Work-Site Supervisor and the Project Special-
ists. 13y utilizing functional context instructional
approaches. the Crew Supervisor and the Coordinator
for Work-Site Education can ensure that work and
learning are integrated and that the learning is
meaningful and purposeful because it is a central part
of the work being done.

As an example. let's look at the way in which a
relatively experienced crew of older teenagers might
begin the construction of a community garden. Crew
members would be called upon to read information
about how to plant and lay out a garden. They tr ight
be asked to summarize what they read in writing.
They then might be called upon to answer questim:
orally demonstrating an understanding of the
material that has been read. They might develop a set
of directions for how the garden is to be planted
demonstrating the ability to think sequentially and
develop a plan. Some crew members might be asked to
supervise the planting using interpersonal and
leadership skills. At each stage. the Crew Supervisor
would identify the skills required for that stage,
provide instniction in the context of the work task,
critique the product. and guide the participants in
improving the product as necessary.
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Implementation of a typical work project incorpo-
rates a sequence of activities that include the follow-
ing:

When the project starts. the Crew Super\ isor. crew
members. and Project Specialisus) develop the
details of the work plan.
Facilitated by the Crew Supervisor, and guided by
the Project Specialisus). crew members determine

hich crew members should work on which tasks
and in w hat ways.
'Hie crew implements the project plan.
The Crew Super\ isor and !'roject.Specialists prox ide
ongoing instruction and L!.:idance to crew members.
\ s work progresses. crcw members re% ise the plan

and work aNsignments as leeded.
I malor changes to instructional practices are called

tOr. the Work-Site Super\ isor and Coordinator tOr
Work-Site Education communicate, then discuss
their thoughts with crew members.
As each aspect of the project progresses. crew
members rex iew what they are doing and \$, hat
skills they are using. with instruction and support
pros wed by the Crew Supervisor and Project
Specialists.
Ile Crew Supervisor and Project Specialists
endea% or to relate work-based learning to academ-
ics and real-life issues.
\ II of the above activities are coordinated w ith the
Work Learning Supervisor and the Coordinator for
Work-Site Education.

How Does a Work Project Get Evaluated?
The purpose of this phase is to determine, on an
ongoing basis. to what extent work-based learning
processes are succeeding. and whether both learning
and project outcomes are being achieved.

Who is involved in this phase?
Crew Super1/4 isor:

Crew Members:
Work-Site Coordinator:
Noject Sponsor:
Coordinator tbr Work-Site Education:
Work Learning Super% isor:

\ olunteers:
Project Specialists:
special Interest Groups and Community ( iroups:
and.
school and or education program personnel.
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What gets done during this phase? EN aluation of
work-based learning piojects is an ongoing process. It
iro,ol% es measurement of learning gains among each
crew member, and of project progress and completion.

How are crew members' learning gains evaluated?
aluation of crew members begins with an initial (up-

front) assessment of each participant's learning needs.
fhis assessment often occurs throueh either an SD.A-
sponsored process or through the gathering of existing
(and current) information from schools or alternatie
education programs.

This assessment lets all involved parties know
w here each young person is starting from and pro\ ides
the information necessary to tailor an appropriate
learning strategy. As the summer progresses. this
initial assessment w ill Ser% e as the basis or lOondation
against w hich later determmations of learning gains
can be measured.

Evaluation of learning gains continues throughout
the summer as information about indi idual partici-
pants progress is gathered and interpreted. The
project's work plan agreement should specify basic
skills to be attained and practiced. as well as a more
detailed benchmarking system upon which progress
can be recorded for each participant.

Crew Super\ ISM; observe and document crew
members' attainment of:

skills in% oh ed in carrying out each function:
an understanding of the w ays those skills were used
on the work-sue: amd.
an understanding of how those skills relate to the
academic world, the task at hand. the w ork world in
general. and the "world of life.-

This documentation may take place:
daily:
weekly:
am a task-by-task basis:
on a component-completion basis: or
on some other schedule that intermixes or is separate
from the aboe.

A final evaluation should also be conducted. It

should assess each crew member's mastery of impor-
tant skills.

This information may be gathered w ith the help or
school personnel. It should certainly be conveyed to
each in-school participant's school so that summer
learning may be coordinated w ith subsequent school
activ

z o
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If an in-school youth is receivine academic credit.
the school system may dictate additional or other types
of record keepine. We note, however, that it w ill
probably not be possible to collect different information
for each school. Rather, a well-conceived and executed
"participant portfolio- could provide nearly any school
with necessary information. Educators may need to be
educated about this portfolio approach.

How are project implementation and completion
evaluated? The planning and implementation of each
project needs to be evaluated. In doing so. SDAs need
to consider both process and outcomes.

From the process standpoint. SD.As should ask
questions such as:

Did each project meet the appropriate '-x ork and
learning- criteria agreed upon with the Prorect
Sponsor?
Did the various players perform their expected
functions?
Were the details of agreements fulfilled?
Were young people involved in each phase as
intended?
Did young people have the chance to use and learn a
variety of skills?
Were work and learning trul. .

From the project outcome standpoint. SDAs should
ask questions such as:

Was the project completed in a way that fulfilled
the Project Sponsor's expectations regarding
product. service, and level of quality? Why or why
not?
Was the project completcd.on schedule? Why or
why not?
Would the Project Sponsor seek help with a new
project next summer? Why or why not?

Finally, at the end of each project. the project
sponsor and the community need to give feedback to
the crew reeardine how well the project was com-
pleted. It is a good idea for there to be a ceremony ot'
some sort at the completion of the project that docu-
ments service by the crew to the community.

Crew Supervisors must be special people, recruited
through a process that seeks qualified staff. "Qualified"
doesn't necessarily mean "credentialed." A Crew
Supervisor should have the capabilities described later
in this section. We are not talking "cheap labor" here.

Recruitment of "qualified" Crew Supervisors will
call for SDAs to conduct considerable outreach. Pay
and benefits will need to be attractive.

We call for special people because. depending upon
target population decisions made by the SDA, Crew
Supervisors may have responsibility for some young
people who arc difficult to deal with and even more
difficult to achieve valuable outcomes with. The
typical Crew Supervisor may be working with:

Young adolescents 14 and 15 years old who
may demonstrate some of the challenging charac-
teristics typical of that age group. (Some adults
deem this "the monster age." Other adults may call
young adolescents "aliens.").
Older, school dropouts who also may exhibit
behaviors that are difficult to cope with. They may
have a history of failure in school and work. They
may come from dysfunctional families. They may
exhibit what "popular science" terms "behavioral
disorders." They may face multiple barriers that
must be overcome if they are to become productive
members of society. Some will not be "easy kids to
\ ork with.-

Regardless of target population. Crew Supervisors
will undoubtedly experience moments when they want
to "tear their hair out." and ask "Why did I ever agree
to work with these kids?!?!" Despite their qualms
about the tasks ahead. Crew Supervisors must be able
to maintain positive attitudes, motivate crew members,
and serve as positive role models.

The message here is that the Crew Supervisor job is
not one for a novice. Crew Supervisors should
(generally) not be:

What, In More Detail, Is the
Role of the Crew Supervisor?

20 In ork-based learning programs. Cro+ Supervisors
are the SDA's key staff people with direct responsibil-
ity for working with crew members.

college students who merely seek a summer job but
have no background or commitment to young
people:
indiv iduals w.ith little or no skills who got the job
because they "knew somebody:" or.
para-professionals who hope to use the summer
program as a chicle to "get their feet wet" with at-
risk .outh.
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Rather. Crew Supervisors should possess a number
of qualities that cannot be taught:

the love of V. orkinu with adolescents:
patience and good listening skills: and.
strong enthusiasm for working with and instructing

oung people.

In addition. Crew Super\ isors should possess a
number of important "hard- skills. Some of these
skills may already exist among individuals recruited to
serve as Crew Supervisors. Other skills may be
conveyed through training. Regardless of where these
"hard skills- deri% e from, an effective Crew Supervisor
should possess the capacity to:

apply know ledge about the developmental character-
istics of young people to crew members and crew
activities;
translate this knowledge into tasks, behaviors, and
activities:
analyze the tasks and skills required to carry out and
complete a work project:
facilitate a group of youths through the processes of
analyzing project work tasks, setting up a plan of
action to complete the project. implementing the
project. and evaluating implementation and
completion of the project:
determine how development and completion of the
project will enhance the basic educational and
specific occupational skills of participants;
assure that proiect activities are ,consistently averag-
ing out to the "100 percent w(irk and 100 percent
!earning- rule:
understand how reading and math skills 'apply to the
labor market, and be able to teach young people
those skills with lots of enthusiasm:
facilitate participants' thinking skills leading to
increased decision-making and problem-solving
capabilities:
facilitate participants' demonstration of personal
responsibility. self esteem, integrity, and honesty;
facilitate participants' growth in interpersonal skills
( such as working together as a team. and working

ith people of different cultural and diverse
backgrounds):
explain, demonstrate, model, and teach construc-
tively those skills youth participants need to learn.

\ n important factor is that. lor many young people.
the relationships that evolve through crew work serve
as substitutes for family relationships land. indeed. for
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gang relationships!). Many participants will need and
should receive support from other crew members. But
they recetve primary guidance from their Crew Super-

Work alone does not enable learning. Working on
challenging tasks in an ongoing partnership with an
experienced, trustworthy adult enables each young
person to achieve and build the confidence that is a
prerequisite for learning.

What is the Role of the
Work-Site Coordinators?
Work-site Coordinators play an important role oversee-
ing and supporting Crew Supervisors and crew
members. Among their duties arc to:.

conduct outreach to the community to identify w-ork-
sites and crew projects:
negonate with project sponsors to develop w ork-
sites and crew projects:
identify community groups that should be brought
into the planning and oversight process and

bring these people in:
supervise the Crew Supervisors;
assist the crew leader and the crew in the develop-
ment of work plans;
assure that tools. resources, specialists, and materials
are sup ilied:
assure that the work-pmject does not conflict with
any union rules:
assure that the work project does not conflict with
child labor laws:
assure that necessary safety rules and precautions are
known and abided by:
pro\ ide on-going technical assistance and support to
the crew leader and the crew at the work-site so that
all goals of the project can be attained:
support efforts to evaluate and document work and
learning: and.
facilitate the sharing of information among parents.
social workers, work-site sponsors. the community
and other individuals involved in the support or
provision of services to participants.

An effective Work-site Coordinator should possess
not only a clear understanding of what Crew Supervi-
sors do. but also should have skills in public relations.
community organization. and negotiation. Because of
t e time-consuming nature of the tasks listed above:

Work-site Coordinators should be responsible for
overseeing a limited number of projects and Crew
Super\ isors: or

r)
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Work-site Coordinators should have considerable
help from an "Assistant Coordinator- or two: or
The position as described above might have to be
split into two positions.

What is the Role of the Project Sponsor?
The most effective Project Sponsors:

understand what work-based learning is all about,

and buy into it:
provide a project that will benefit the community:
pick a project that will also help the organization to
successfully fulfill its own mission: organizational
buy-in is strongest when self-interest is involved:
invest considerable time in project planning and
csaluation: and.
are willing and able to pros ide resources money.

lools. equipment. materials. support staff. etc.

A Project Sponsor is usually a gosernmental.
pHs ate-non-profit, or community grassroots rn-gani:a-
thnt that pros ides a set.% ice to the communit such as
a park department. the local Boys and Girls Club. the
R.ed Cross, a child care center. etc.).

We should note that, if the organization is a for-
profit business. care must be taken to assure that the
business is backing a project that will benefit the
community and cannot result in any gains or profits for
that business.

To assure that a work-based learning project fulfills
the goals of es er one ins olved. it is important that the
Project Sponsor:

understand the goals and objectives of work-based
learning. and how a work project must tie in:
sponsor a project that enables youths to use a variety

of transferrable skills:
clarify the outcomes that are sought from the
project the "end product- and its level of
quality:
grasp that a work project must result in a product or
service that is of salue to a community or neighbor-
hood:
play an active role in the design and implementation
of the work project to insure that the needs of all
panics are met:
provide took. equipment. materials and any techni-
cal assistance needed for the project:
I.1e.p arrange for Project Specialists to he brought in
as needed:

22 he flexible enough to react pro-actively to unex-
pected situations that might interfere with the
completion of the project as per original plan: and.
he able to pros ide unexpected support and or
resources to a project so that the project can be

completed.

Classroom-Based
Enrichment
Strategies
What Are "Classroom-Based"
Enrichment Strategies?
Young people participating in -classroom-based
enrichment"' are involved in a mix of classroom
learning and work experience. Major learning
actisities take place in the classroom and at the work-
site. Through on-going communication between
classroom instructors and work-site supervisors, work
experience supplements classroom leamine and
classroom actis ities use work tasks as the context for
basic academic skills instruction.

tpicall. classroom-based enrichment strategies
are developed and operated by a partnership that
includes the SDA, public schools. employers, and
human sers ice institutions.

What are Outcomes Typically Sought
from Classroom-Based Enrichment?
The primary outcome sought by classroom-based
enrichment programs is that through a combination of
classroom learning, based on functional context
instructional principles, and real work that provides
opportunities to use the skills learned in the classroom,
each young person w

acquire a set of valuable. transferrable skills:
raise his her skill levels to where they should be

gis en his her age and grade: and.
understand how these skills are transferrable to
arious parts of the world of work and to their lives

in general.

The specific skills a young person might learn
through participation in a classroom-based enrichment
program are no different t'rom those learned throueh
work-based learning (see ('hapter on Key Elements).
The occupational skills learned in this type of summer
enrichment program may he learned either in the
classroom setting or at the work-site (or both).

Which Youths Benefit Most from
Classroom-Based Enrichment?
Although classroom-based enrichment programs can
he designed to sene nearly any summer participant.
they are most effectisc ith oting people who:

0 3
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PUBLIC POLICY SURVEY:
IS IT TIME FOR AGE TARGETING

IN FEDERAL LEGISLATION?

AN INITIATIVE OF THE LILLY ENDOWMENT
AND BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY.

Brandeis University is conducting a survey as part of a project studying the public
policy response to young adolescents. In the past few years. national commissions.
study panels and advocacy groups have focussed attention on early adolescence. For
the purpose of thiS survey, we consider early adolescence as a developmental stage,
roughly encompassing ages 10 to 15. Researchers consider early adolescents to be a
distinct group of young people with unique cognitive. physical. emotional and social
needs. Support and early intervention at this age. according to advocates, is likely to
yield long-term social benefits. Age targetine of this group for specific intervention
(prevention and preparation) has been a recent focus of private philanthropy and
selected state initiatives. However, neither the advantages nor the trade-offs of this
approach from a public policy standpoint have been systematically investigated.

This survey seeks to gather information about how early adolescent needs are
currently being addressed and whether or how the public policy response could be
strengthened with regard to the needs and interests of this age aroup.

WE WOULD GREATLY APPRECIATE YOUR RESPONSE TO THE
QUESTIONS ON THE FOLLOWING TWO PAGES. PLEASE RETURN
THIS SURVEY TO:

Terry Grobe
The Center for Human Resources
Post Office Box 9110
60 Turner Street
Waltham, MA 02254-9110

Or yOU ma FAX our response to us, at: (617) 736-3773.
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Public Policy Survey Lilly Endowment and Brandeis University

How deeply has awareness and understanding of early adolescence and of age/stage differentiation infil-
trated the following systems or communities?

Very Much Somewhat Very Little Not at All Don't Know
Public Education D a a a a
Health D J a a a
Human; Social Policy a a J D a
Employment and Training D a a 3 a
Federal Policy 3 3 a 3 3
State Policy D a 3 a a
Local Communities 3 D a a 3

If you indicated that a particular system or systems differentiate services by age. please cite good examples
of "age sensitive- public policy or federal legislation on a separate sheet and attach to this form.

Based on your own experience and knowledge, to what extent do you auree or disauree with the following
statements:

1. Federal funds made available to communities for youth issues in ueneral ( e.g.. AIDS. drug, abuse.
teen preunancy, job training, safetc health, recreation. etc.) result in adequate services for early adoles-
cents (10-15 year olds).

astronuly aeree Dame adisauree astrongly disagree

2. Federal leuislation enables communities to provide comprehensive prouramminu (a coordinated mix
of education. human services, and employability services) for this aue uroup.

astrongly auree Dauree adisaaree astronely disagree

3. Do you feel that other age groups ( e.u.. elders or preschoolers) receive adequate support for
comprehensive services?

aYes DNo

4. Federal leuislation/policy provides adequate support for technical assistance and training to help
service providers uperade service delivery to 10-15 year olds.

Jstrongly agree Dagree adisagree astrongly disagree

5. Systematic data collection and analysis within and across agencies is in place to document the needs
of this aue uroup and to identify "best practices.-

astrongly agree aauree adisagree astrongly disagree

f you see the need for more age/stace-sensitive public policy, which of the following federal interventions
mieht be particularly promising?

1. Infusing age sensitive languaue into existing leuislation.
avery promising apromising Dnot promisin



Mc Policy Survey Lilly Endowment and Brandeis University

4.

Creating new youth legislation focusing on early adolescents.
L'very promising Jpromising Jnot promising

Mandating services to early adolescents within existing federal legislation.
.jvery promising Jpromising Jnot promising

Building in technical assistance or capacity building activities at the federal level
to create awareness and knowledge of best practices. strategies. materials, training, etc.

very promising Jpromising Dnot promising

5. Authorizing legislation which creates local planning infrastructure to broadly address youth
needs (re: the Young Americans Act of 1991).
Dvery promising Jpromising 7Jnot promising

6. Other (please explain on a separate sheet and attach.).

Which of the following issues should federal policy makers address in lezislation to better meet the needs of
early adolescents? Please choose live activities from the list below and rank order them from 1-5, with 1
being the most important:

EducationiSchool reform
Community serviceileadership development
Family-based services

e.,
.., Partnership progiams
= Mentoring programs'
-, Comprehensive proarams which serve the whole child-,; Employability development activities--
= Higher education awareness programming
=
= Prevention programs ( violence and other risk behaviors)
=

Please identify your affiliation from among the following:
DNational Advocacy Organization
JNational Youth-Serving Organization
aNational Youth Research Organization

Federal Agency
State Agency

JLocal Government
JLocal Youth Serving Organization
JPrivate Philanthropy
BOther ( please specify: )

Are you aware of good examples of state legislation that targets early adolescents. that enables communities
to provide comprehensive programming for early adolescents, or that provides adequate support for techni-
cal assistance to help service providers upgrade service delivery to 10- 15 year olds? If so. please provide a
brief citationidescription.

THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO COMPLETE THIS SURVEY.
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are 14 to 17 years old:
are more -mature and hence more adept at transfer-
ring skills and concepts from classroom to job (and
ice- ersa

haN e not already been so totally turned otT to a group

learning ironment that they would reject even
those classroom experiences that arc unlike tradi-
tional learning: and.
can manage the transportation logistics involved in

attending multiple activities at several sites on any
gn en day.

How ShouldWork and
Classroom Time be Scheduled?
SDAs need to determine what percentage of a
panicipant's total time in the summer program should
he do ined to work and hat percentage to instruction.
keeping in mind that the more successfully- you utilize
functional context instruction to shape your summer
program. the more successfully you can integrate the

work and instruction components.
Once this question has been answered, the schedul-

ing issue can be tackled. Some typical variations on
the scheduling theme are:

jobs in the morning and instruction in the after-
noon:
instruction in the morning and jobs in the after-
noon:
obs e ery other week and instruction e% ery other
week:
tw 0 eeks of instruction and two weeks of work:
jobs three days a week and instruction two days a
week: and.
jobs two days a week and instruction three days a
week.

We should note that in thc process of doeloping
this Primer. we discussed the scheduling issue with the
administrators of several academic enrichment
programs that are considered particularly effective.
\ 11 stated that. after trying a goodly number of these
combinations. they felt that the most effective was
education in the morning and jobs in the afternoon.
The suggested that this scheduling strategy:

enanled subjects tackled in the classroom to be used
and reinforced immediately at the work-site:
a% oided ha ing learners sitting in uncomfortably hot
classrooms on typical sumnler afternoons:
allowed learners to participate in a ariety of
acm ities e cry day: and.
enabled a "no class, no w ork- policy to be easi

implemented.
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However, all of these administrators suggested that
program designers be as flexible as possible in design-
ing work and learning schedules. They noted that the
-one size fits all- approach, though simpler, often
resulted in missed enrichment opportunities.

Who are the Key Adults Who Work
with Young People in a Classroom-
Based Enrichment Program?

Classroom Instructors: individuals who teach
basic and other skills in the classroom, and relate
those skills to work-site activities and real-life
situations.
Counselor/Coordinators: individuals who help
assure that participants are placed in appropriate
jobs, assist with coordinating integration of work-
site and classroom activities, and assist youths
w hen problems arise.
If in-k-site Supervisors: individuals who train and
supervise each participant at the work-site, and in
doing so link academics with job tasks.

What Criteria Should Guide both
Classroom and Work-site Learning Activities?
We start with the fact that, in both classroom and
work-site activities, instruction should:

involve participants in active, hands-on activities:
use functional-context. work-related, and life-related

approaches:
enable learners to discover knowledge instead of
being spoon-fed:
be driven by high expectations:
offer high support:
offer high content:
be strongly interactive:
he as individualized as possible:
be somewhat mostly self-paced:
maximize time on task: and,
involve creative problem-solving.

These fundamental concepts should tlow throughout
the classroom and work-site activities described in the
sections that follow.

Where Should Classrooms be Located?
Classrooms may be located in any number of locations.
among them:

community-based organizations:
local colleges universities.community colleges:
public schools:
work-sites:
the SDA:
churches: and.
other locations.
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However, the issue here really is not. "Who provides
the classroom space'?" These are the more important
questions:

Are classroom environments comfortable. conduct% e
to learning, and different from traditional school
classrooms?
Are classrooms located in safe places that are
accessible to the young people who must travel
between home, classroom, and work-site'?
Are there classrooms that are handicapped-acces-
sible?

What Types of Classroom-Based
Instructional Strategies Might be Used in
Classroom-Based Enrichment Programs?
When choosing instructional techniques that will he
used in summer enrichment initiatives, the key rules
are:

Classroom-based enrichment should not be like
regular school!
Classroom size should be limited to about 15
participants per instructor.
Instructors must be able to teach using a variety of
non-traditional instructional strategies.
Instruction must directly relate to. and be coordi-
nated with, activities and skills used on the work-
site.
Skills deficits observed on the work-site must be
addressed in the classroom.

A variety of non-traditional instructional strategies
can offer valuable learning experiences for summer
participants. when inter-mixed and tied to work-site
activities.

Before assuming that one or more of the following
approaches should be the basis for summer enrichment
programming. SDAs should review the information
that follows and consider the questions we raise.

Overview of Elements for Quality Youth Em-
ployment Competency Programs
Competency-based programs differ from traditional
academic programs, in which the curriculum is defined
in terms of discrete content areas, instructional time is
set, and teachers lecture and then test students to
Uciermine how well they perform relative to each
other. In competency-based training, the learning
objectives are defined in terms of clearly defined skills.

24 and progress is measured by participant's mastery of
those skills. Instruction is self-paced and focuses on the
specific skills that a participant needs to learn. Fur-
ther, quality competency-based programs help partici-

pants see the connection between what they are
learning and what is required on a job. According to
"Evaluating Imalz Employment Competency Pro-
grams: .4 Technical Assistance' Guide" by SRI and
Brandeis University there are nine characteristics of
quality VEC programs:

11'M-specified outcomes. Competency-based
training is structured around a set of concretely
described skills or competencies that comprise the
objectives of the program.
Criterion-referenced assessment. Assessments in
competency-based programs determine not how
well a participant is performing relative to others
but whether the participant can perform a skill at a
pre-specitied level of competency.
I alid and reliable assessments. Assessments
,houid be valid so that those who pass the test are
truly able to perform the required skill, and assess-
ments should he reliable so that repeated measure-
ment of an individual's performance would yield
the same conclusion about his or her level of
competency.
Tailored instruction. Each individual should work
on the material that he or she has not yet mastered.
Selfpaced learning. Each participent should work
at his or her own speed and be able to continue to
work on the material until it is mastered.
Instructional content geared to competencies.
Instructional content should relate directly to the
competencies that form the objectives of the
training program.
Emphasis on participant activities and active
learning. The focus of the instruction should be on
the activities that are performed by the participant.
not on what the instructor says or does.
Training in a fitnctional context. Training should
teach skills in a realistic, employment-oriented
context, using examples and materials from the
workplace and requirine participants to perform
actual job-related tasks.
Training for skill transfer and durability. Being
able to perform the required sl. ills at the end of the
program is not enough: participants should be able
to perform these skills outside the classroom.
especially on the job. Instructional methods should
p-omote the transferability and durability of skills.

Tit,: summer academic enrichment challenge offers
a great opportunity to upgrade or design a hieh quality
YEC system.
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Computer-Assisted Instruction
Simply put. Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) is an
approach through which participants work on comput-
ers for part of their academic instruction.

We expect that many SDAs will consider relying
heavily upon CAI as the basis for their summer
academic enrichment efforts. We also acknowledge
that CAI certainly does have an important role to play.

However. program planners should be aware that,
despite CA1's reputation as a "silver bullet." even in
year-round programs. CAI usually results in only
modest learning gains and is ntore commonly effective
in improving basic skills than in improving other
equally important, higher-order skills.

In year-round programs. CAI seems to be more
effective than delivery of traditional instructional
methods with reduced class size. CAI also seems more
effecti% e than the strategy of mainstreaming lower
achievers with average or high achievers. However.
the effects of tutoring. mastery learning, and coopera-
tive learning arc actually greater than those of CAI.
(These other instructional strategies are described
below.)

An SDA that is considering using CAI as its
primary summer academic enrichment strategy should
be aware that CAI cannot be used in a vacuum.
Providing summer academic enrichment does not just
mean scheduling computer time for summer partici-
pants. To use CAI successfully. these issues must be
addressed:

Content Issues
What academic outcomes do we want and for
whom?

/ What skills are we trying to convey?
/ I low will those skills be related to work tasks?
/ How can work tasks help determine CAI

content?
Software Issues
/ What software is being used and what is its

purpose?
/ Does it really achieve that purpose?
/ Will it achieve our purposes for the summer

program?
Instructor/Computer Issues
/ What is the role of the (human) instructor?
/ What is the role of the computer?
/ Is thc instructor comfortable with computer-based

instniction?
/ Is the instructor well-trained in the use of

computer-based i nstruct ion?
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/ Has the instructor developed a plan that integrates
computer-learning with other forms of learning?

/ Has the instructor developed a plan that integrates
computer-learning with work-site tasks?

Learner/Computer Issues
/ Do learners understand the roles of instructor and

computer in their learning process?
/ Do learners understand the roles of computers in

general. computer-based instruction, and their
applicability to what is being done at their work-
site?

/ Do learners understand how various computer-
oriented skills may be transferred to the broader
world of work and to specific occupations?
(Students who don't grasp the transferability
should probably not be participating in a
classroom-based strategy.)
.Are learners well supervised?

/ Are learners -ompetent with the computer.
keyboard. mouse, and other interactive vehicles?

/ Do learners feel comfortable with a computer
terminal?

/ Do learners share a single computer with others
or do they work alone at a computer?

Cooperative Learning Approaches
In classroom-based, cooperative learning situations.
participants arc given instruction in small groups of
similar ability level. Once basic information has been
provided, participants move on to work on tasks in
mixed-ability teams.

A key expectation is that participants will learn
from one another. For cooperative learning to be
successful, group goals must be clear and individual
accountability must be incorporated.

In year-round efforts. cooperative learning has been
found to produce consistent positive effects in the areas
of inter-group relations, acceptance of handicapped
participants. race relations, and self-esteem. These are
important outcomes to consider for the summer
program. since employers want employees who work
well with others and have a healthy sense of self-
esteem.

However, we remind summer program planners that
cooperative learning approaches should use functional
context instructional techniques. Cooperative learning
activities should center around work-based and life-
materials. technology, and issues, and should be
coordinated with work-site activities.



Tutoring
Tutot:ng involves instructors. paraprofessionals. or
volunteers working one-on-one with learners.
Well-designed tutoring efforts generate fairly consistent
and impressive evidence of effectiveness w hh "at-risk"
young people Young people who need personal
attention often thrive when tutored well.

Tutoring has proven to be an extremely effectie
way to increase math skills, word-recognition skills.
and oral reading skills. ft has also been shown to
prevent participants from falling behind their peers. at
least in the short term.

Of particular interest to employment and training
practitioners is that, in programs using older partici-
pants to tutor younger participants..both tutors and

tutees show significant increases in reading and math

skills.
We emphasize that the summer program cannot Just

e.ssign "tutors" to -tutees- without curricula or guid-
ance. Tutoring will be far more effective if tutors are
armed with work-based and life-based materials.
technology, and situations. The tutor should help the
tutee apply academic learning to the tutee's work and

life situations.
Tutoring approaches should he coordinated with

work-site activities.

Continuous Progress Approaches
In continuous progress programs. participants proceed
through a specified hierarchy of skills. and move on to
each new level based upon their individual readiness.
Instruction is delivered to participants at the same
skills levels.

Participants move at their own rates and are
constantly grouped and regrouped. often across
traditional school-defined grade levels. Participants
are instructed by instructors (rather than using pro-
grammed or individualized materials) and careful
records are kept of each learner's progress through the
curriculum.

Continuous progress programs have demonstrated
reasonably consistent, positive effects for at-risk youth
in the arcas of language. reading. and math skills.
This approach does not yet show (clearly researched)
proof that it brings about positive effects in higher
order skills such as reading comprehension or math
problem-solving (although it might).

Summer program designers might ish to use
continuous progress strategies: but again, curricula
should use work-based and real-life materials, technol-
ogy. and situations.

Continuous progress approaches should be coordi-
nated with work-site activities.

Video-Disk Instruction
Video-disk instruction is similar to computer-based
instruction in technology. Participants respond to and
manipulate instructional materials through video-disk
presentations.

Because video-disk instruction is a relatively nev.
concept. it has not yet been tested for long-term results.
Like computer-assisted instruction, videodisc instruc-
hon has received somewhat mixed and incomplete
reviews.

For example. an experimental group of fifth-grade
at-risk students demonstrated significant writing gains
atier the first year of using videodisc instruction, and
significant gains in writing, reading comprehension,
and critical thinking after the second year. But no data
are available for older youth.

It appears that the video-disk approach will con-
mile to evoke as new programs. applications, and

more advanced technology are developed.
SDAs considering using video-disk instruction in

the summer program arc reminded that. like CAL it
cannot stand alone. Video-disk instruction can be an

effective part of a larger instructional strategy. If
ideo-disks arc used. they should relate to work and

real life. They can supplement learning, but cannot be
the total instructional strategy.

Mastery Learning
Mastery learning is a mode of delivery grounded in the
theory that participants learn best if enabled to master
a concept or lesson prior w tackling additional
material. After a series of lessons, participants who
achieve an established mastery level move on to new
material, while others receive instruction designed to
bring them up to the mastery loci.

It is still unclear how effectiN e a strategy mastery
learning is in improving the achievement of at-risk
participants.

We again stre!s that. if mastery learning approach
is used in the summer program. w hat participants
"master" is best taught in a work or real-life context.

Direct Instruction
Direct instruction emphasizes drill and practice.
Participants are told explici"v how to accomplish
tasks, are guided through each step. and get frequent
feedback and assessment.

In some ways, direct instruction is contrary to the
concept of "disco% ering learning concepts through
activities or actions."

Direct instruction has shown some effectiveness
with fundamental skills, but has been sharply criticized
for its narrow focus.

Questions remain about whether direct instruction is
an effective strategy in terms of applying what is
learned to more independent tasks. In turn, there are
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questions about the %iability of using this approach if
the aim is to impart many of the higher order and
coping skills sought by employers.

We suggest that direct instruction should not be the
primary strategy through which young people learn
during the summer program.

!limey er. it does have a specific function. It should
be used when a skill is perhaps too complex for young
people to immediately absorb that skill through learn-
through-doing.

What Does it Take to be an Effective
Classroom Instructor in a Classroom-
Based Enrichment Program?
Classroom instructors should possess the following
qualities, backgrounds. andor skills:

Flie emoy oung people and are interested in
orking with them.

They know that some learners require nontraditional
teaching styles.
They do not operate a traditional classroom using
extensive lectures, fast-paced blackboard notes. rote
learning, or lots of memorization of facts.
They have experience with, and are. adept at
applying an array of "alternative.- hands-on,
teaching methods such as those described above
or others.
They incorporate competency-based, self-paced
individualized instruction into their teaching
strategies wheneer possible.
rhey have strong organizational. planning, and
tacilitation skills.
rhey are capable of being fie.vible able to change
w hat they planned to do so that it tits the needs of
the youn; people they are teaching.
They do not require all learners to move at the same
pace.
They do not test all learners on one subject at the
same time.
They are capable of showing young people how
academics are applied to work and to other aspects
of life.
1-11,:. can de% clop instruction based on products,
materials, tools, technology that are used at work-
sites or in real life situations.
l-he can design classroom work tasks that empha-
siie how those tasks are used in participants' work
settings.
Hie can help participants understand how academic
,:oncepts can he transferred to arious lobs and
careers.
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They can model behav iors, thought processes. etc.
that will be valuable to young people in the world
of work and life.
They can assist young people to discover informa-
tion through applications and experimentation.

How Should Work-Sites be Chosen?
Work-sites should be chosen based upon a series of
important factors. the most crucial of which are:

Location of the work-site:
Is transportation going to be an issue tbr young
people who need to travel from home or class to the
work-site?
Does the work-site need to be located close to the
classroom siie?
Does the work-site need to be located near to ,oung
peoples homes?
Are work-sites handicapped-accessible for partici-
pants who need such arrangements'?

Appropriateness and quality of jobs
offered by the work-site:

What outcomes do we desire for the young people
we intend to ser.e with this type of approach'?
What types of occupational interests do these young
people possess?
What skills do we want young people to attain
through their work experience'?
What types of jobs or occupations that young people
can handle might fulfill these requirements?
Will the work-site offer summer participants "real
jobs- (not make-work t that use their time produc-
tively for a whole work day'?
Is the work-site willing to put participants into jobs
that provide exposure to multiple skills?

Willingness and capacity of the work-site to
integrate learning into the tasks each participant
carries out as part of his/her job:

Does the employer have an interest in training and
educating young people?
Will the employer spend time before the summer
program begins to:
.4 work with SDA staff and classroom instnictors?

develop work plans and task analyses that
delineate the basic and other skills participants
will learn on their jobs?
delineate how these plans will be implemented'?

Will the employer commit to carrying out these
plans?



Will the employer provide classroom instructors
with the products. materials. tools, and technology
used at the work-site?
Will the employer assist the classroom instructor in
developing lessons that use these materials?
Will the work-site allow its supervisors to spend the
time necessary to coordinate work activities with
classroom learning activities?

Environment at the work-site:
What is the "environment- of the work-sitc?
friendly, welcoming, supportive, nurturing, etc.?
Are there some participants for whom the most
appropriate work-site would be a community-based
or other not-for-protit organization?
Are there some participants for k horn the most
appropriate work-site would he a large. private, for-
profit company?
Are there some participants for whom the most
appropriate work-site would be a small business'?
Are there some participants for w hom the most
appropriate work environment would he a crew
created by the summer program?
Will the work-site pro\ ide extra support to young
people who struggle'?
Has the work-site taken steps to make its employees
aware of "cultural gender racial diversit.'" issues.

or is it willing to?
Has the work-site taken steps to make employees
who will deal with summer participants aware of
"youth development- issues'? Is it willing to'?
Are there some young people who are considered
-handicapped." and therefore will need to be placed
at a work-site that fulfills special requirements'?
Is the work-site handicapped-accessible? Is it in
compliance (or actively moving toward compli-
ance) with the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA)?

Supervision at the work-site:
Does the work-site supervisor have an interest in
training, educating, and developing relationships
with young people?.
Will the supervisor hake realistic and high expecta-
tions of participants under hi.: her w me, and will s
he hold participants to those expectations'?
Will the supervisor help participants to understand
how basic academic skills. specific occupational

28 skills, and other "empioahility- skills are used on
their jobs'?

Will the supervisor help young people to understand
Ittiookn?vtheir jobs integrate with the whole organiza-

Will the supervisor work actively, enthusiastically,
and regularly as a team member with classroom
instructors and counselor/coordinators?
Does the supervisor model positive adult behaviors,
thought processes, etc. that will be valuable to
young people in the world of work and life?

How Can Work be Integrated with
Classroom Learning in a Classroom-
Based Enrichment Program?
Classroom experience must be linked to work experi-
ence. Work and learning activities are coordinated
through a variety of means including:

Work-related and life-related classroom curricula:
Instruction is based upon the concept of applying
academics.
Classroom-based instruction is ourcome-based and
outcomes sought are skills-based.
Instructional materials are those actually used at
work-sites or in real-life situations.
Instructors use the same tools, products, manuals,
materials, and technology in the classroom that are
used on the work-site and in the world of wor'
general.
Instructors emphasize how concepts conveyed in the
classroom are related to and transferrable to various
other jobs and careers.
When discussing work tasks with participants. work-
site supervisors review what academic and other
skills are needed to do those tasks well.
Whenever possible. work-site supervisors design
tasks that require participants to use transferrable
skills.

Regular communication between the classroom
instructor and the work-site supervisor:

Instructors visit work sites as often as possible while
kids arc there preferably at least once every two
weeks.
Instructors and supervisors meet together regularly
to share ideas, discuss problems. and communicate

in general.
Supervisors and instructors meet regularly to plan
classroom instruction and work-site tasks that
reinforce each othcr. Ideally. they meet for
planning purposes for at least a few hours weekly.
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Summer Jobs
Strategies
What Are "Summer Jobs Strategies"?
Programs based on "Summer Jobs" strategies place
primary emphasis on work experience. In contrast to
the other two approaches described in this Primer.
Summer Jobs strategies have a less formal educational
focus that varies from youth to youth. and from work-
site to work-site.

%lost importantly. young people need to v% ork in
"good" summer jobs. The intensity of the educational
,:xperience will he based upon each youth's indi% idual
;oh tasks, the adeptness of his. her super% iso: as an
instructor, the nature of the work-site. and the manage-
ment orientation of the work-site.

Participants' educational gains tend to occur
through activities such as:

improvement of work-maturity skills through w ork
experience and solid supervision:
enhancement of occupational skills through on-the-
job instruction and well-supervised job tasks:
informal polishing of academic and other basic skills
through job experiences: and.
participation in periodic activ ities designed to
broaden participants' horizons and created in
response to specific participant requests.

Which Young People Are Best Served by
Summer Jobs Strategies?
Programs based upon a summer jobs strategy are n(1 !
for all young people.

An SDA should not use summer jobs as a general
dumpinu ! ground just because they are hat 11 kl1CMS

110% to do best."
Summer jobs strategies are most effectiv e ith

yo(111:i people who:

are I 6 through 21 y ears old:
have a demonstrated understanding of work maturity
skills:
can fulfill work-site demands and expectations:
can fulfill job skill requirements:
already possess some sense of their job interests:

and.
3re not seriousi academicall -deficient.
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What Goals and Outcomes Are Typically
Sought from Summer Jobs Models?
Participants should always leave a summer jobs
program with enhanced. transferrable skills in two
areas:

work-maturity skills: and.
specific occupational skills.

In addition, summer jobs ought to offer opportuni-
ties to polish and practice citizenship skills as well as
the range of SCANS skills. Finally, older participants
should find that they have a better grasp of their future
options (careers. post-secondary education, apprentice-
ships, etc.).

Who Are the Key Adults Involved with
Participants in Summer Jobs Models?

Work-Site Supervisors:
Individuals on the employers payroll who train and
super% ise each participant at the w ork-site.

Instructor/Coordinators
Individuals on the SDKs payroll who monitor
participants' job performance. deal with work-
related problems. provide very basic counseling.
link participants with support services, and identify
and provide participants with enrichmer t activities
that help build skills.

Where Should Work-Sites be Located?
When choosing work-sites, SDAs should consider
where young people live and how they v% ill get to work.
Two key issues arise:

Ideally. ork-sites should he located within a
reasonable proximity to young peoples' homes
close enough for them to walk safely, or to access
through affbrdable modes of public transportation.
Some work-sites and transportation resources will
nv.zd to be handicapped-accessible.

How Do We Gauge, in General,
The Appropriateness of a Work-Site?
Betbre agreeing to use a job or work-site. SDAs should
consider whether the site offers what young people
really need. A number of important issues arise:

Work-sites should provide experiences that enable
oung people to achieve the program's outcomes

and the y oung peoples' goals.
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Work-sites should hold young people to the Name
high standards that would be expected from any

employee. ("Thou shalt not arrive late.- "Thou

shalt put in a full day of work." Etc.) Unaccept-

able work behaviors should not be tolerated.
Work-sites should provide jobs that are tied to the

types of occupational interests participants possess.

Work-sites should expose participants to materials.

processes, tools, and technology that are congruent

ith those used by their and other industries.
Work-sites should offer summer panicipants "real

jobs- (not make-work) that use their time produc-

tively for a whole work day.
,,orsites should be w Ming to put participants intox ,
fobs that pro% ide exposure to multiple. transferrable

Work-Nites should be at least open to the possibility

of providing year-round jobs ( full or part-nme
depending upon the participant's school status) for

summer workers who perform w ell.

Since the summer program seriously stn% es to give
participants not just jobs, but jobs that cony ey skills.

the role of the employer may: expand significantly oyer
w hat was expected in the past. TheretOre. se% eral

additional issues come in to play:

Employers should haY e an interest in training and

educating young people in transferrable skills.
Employers should be willing to spend time befOre

the summer program begins to deyelop work plans

and task analyses that delineate the skills partici-

pants will learn on their jobs.
Employers must commit to carrying out these plans.

What Should the Work-Site
Environment be Like?
As is true with programs based upon classroom-based
enrichment strategies. young people enrolled in

programs based upon traditional summer jobs strate-
gies will be affected in different ways by the enY iron- .

ments they work in.
Lessons here are transferrable from other strategies.

Rather than repeat the key points mentioned earlier in
this publication, we suggest that the reader rex iew the

section titled. "Environment at the Work-site- found in
the "Classroom-Based Enrichment- chapter.

What Should be the Role
of the Work-Site Supervisor?
The work-site supervisor is especially important in
Summer Jobs Nlodels. The supervisor is each
participant's nrimary teacher, trainer, and leader. The
better prepared and more committed a supervisor is to
the summer program. the more likely that a young
person will gain enhanced skills over the summer.
SDAs and employ ers should he clear that:

Me super\ isor must be aware that the outcome s/he

seeks with each young person involves skills
attainment -- work maturity, occupational, and
others.
Therefbre. the supervisor's job involves more than

supervising. It also incorporates training, educat-
ing. guiding. and mentoring.
.1 supervisor should ha% e an interest in training,
educating. and de% eloping relationships with young

people.
A supervisor should have realistic, but high, expecta-

tions of participants under his her wine, and should

hold participants to those expectations.
A super\ isor should be committed to teaching the

%oung person an array of skills.
A super% isor should help participants to understand
how basic, occupational. and other skills are used

on their jobs.
supervisor should help young people to under-

stand how their jobs relate to the work of the whole

organization.
A supervisor should model behaviors, thought

processes. etc. that w ill be %aluable to young people

in the world of work and life.
If a supervisor is to be effective at the tasks above.

he must be responsible lbr only a relatively small
number ot young people especially if sihe has
other duties in addition to summer program
supervision).

What Information or Issues Should be
Conveyed through an Orientation for
Work-Sites and Work-Site Supervisors?
Since the work-site becomes the primary vehicle
through which young people %%ill enhance their skills.
and since 'youth-work- is rarely the primary activity of
most employers. up-front training becomes a particular

necessity.
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\ strong orientation for work-sites and work-site
super\ isors is highly recommended. as is oneoing
technical assistance. The orientation should probably
be riro\ ided b. SDA and school staff particularly
those iuob.ed in program and curriculum design.

Subjects to he covered in an orientation mieht
include:

) \ erall purpose mission of the summer proeram:
Fareet population served by the proeram:
Common characteristics of the tareet population:
Goals of the summer program:
Strategies upon w hich summer proeram activities
are based:
Program design t major and minor components):
Roles and responsibilities of the work-site:
Roles and responsibilities of work-site supervisors:
Instructional skills and strategies:
Roles of the Instructor-Coordinator:
Roles o( other SDA staff Ni ith whom work-site staff
w ill relate:
Relationships (how activities will be coordinated
amone the players):
Resources supportine what needs to be done:
People to talk to w lien issues arise:
(ienerie advice (do's and don'ts): and.
Logistics and paperwork.

What Criteria Should Guide
Work-Site Learning Activities?
%1 hen \ oung people start their summer jobs. and
throughout the duration of their summer work experi-
nee. they should be trained by their employer to carry

,,ut \ arious tasks and conduct various tUnctions.
ork-sne training. should:

ii ok e the participant in active, hands-on activities
that in \ ol e guided applications of skills:
rekne ork-tasks and concepts to academic concepts
n: life-related learning:
explain how the participant's job tits into the
:nipltker's bigger picture:
ciarif the employer's expectations:
he dri \ en h. high expectations:
ttfer high support:
.:Ier high content:

he strongl interacm e:
hc as mdk idualiied as possible:
No as self-paced and self-directed as possible: and.

na Mlle on task.
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How will the Integration of Work
and Learning be Coordinated?
Summer academic enrichment programs based upon a
summer jobs strategy usually employ one staff-person
to serve as an "Instructor: Coordinator- with a maxi-
mum of 25 participants. Preferably the number should
be lower.

This individual is responsible for supportine the
intearation of work and learnine among participants
within his,her charge. The lnstructorlCoordinator:

assists in negotiating work-sites and jobs. and
matching participants to them:
helps participants and.their work-site supervisors to
develop productive, trustine relationships:
provides work-site supervisors with support and
assistance regardine instructional strategies. tools.
techniques. and materials:
provides counseling and problem-solvine support to
participants. as needed:
arranges for referrals to other services when partici-
pants require it:
works with participants to identify areas where they
want to be involved in additional enrichment
activities: and.
arranees for young people to participate in:
/ short-term. occupation-specific workshops or

training seminars:
.1 modest tutoring:
/ field trips or other short-term interventions: and.
/ other ad hoc or supplemental enrichment activi-

ties.



The Roles of
Public Schools
SDAs cannot run the new summer program without
the public schools. The school system should he an
active partner in developing and implementing the
SDA's summer academic enrichment strategies.

Partnership starts during the initial planning phase.
carries on throughout project implementation, and
continues as young people transition hack to school or
into other post-summer options.

We emphasize. however, that the terms "school
involvement" or "school partnership- do not imply that
SDAs should just hand over baste skills remediation
monies to the public schools unconditional ls . Some
negotiation will be necessary. We stress the following
points:

SDAs should not automatically allow summer
academic enrichment programs to simply continue
traditional teaching strategies used during the
regular school year. Summer academic enrichment
does not mean traditional "summer school. It

means combining work and learning.
Summer monies can be used to stimulate_changes in
the ways that public school teachers and curriculum
designers think and operate. both during the summer
and during the regular school year.
Functional context instruction and competency-
based educatioa can improve the quality of summer
academic enrichment: this is a concept some
educators already understand and value, so it can he
a point of common ground in negotiations with
schools -- negotiations for academic credit and for
pro-rated tuition where appropriate.
Using functional context instruction in the summer
program can reinforce those schools that already
use such instructional strategies. and can expose
others to that approach so that they can begin to
integrate finctional context instruction during the
regular school year.

Keeping the above caveats in mind. SDAs N ill
benefit from carving out a major role for the public
schools in summer program development and imple-
mentation. We suggest that SDA's be cream e in
defining school roles. using the concepts in the

32 remzunder of this chapter as a starting point.

During the up-front planning phase, public
schools should be an active partner in the decision-
making process regarding:

which summer participants need to be enrolled in
some sort of summer academic enrichment pro-
gram:
what outcomes will be sought from summer aca-
demic enrichment efforts:
the development of functional context curricula that
relate to specific work-site activity:
the ultimate. in-depth design of each enrichment
option that is chosen:
instruction development for young people);
traininu design t for staff, employers; and other key
adults):
training school personnel in the use of active
learning approaches and functional context instruc-
tion:
how summer learning and the exchange of academic
credit will be tied to and coordinated with year-
round learning; and.
how public school human resources and other
resources can be used to strengthen the summer
program i.e. pro-rated tuition.

During the early stages of implementation,
public schools might:

help the SDA dim-ermine which young people would
hest be served by each enrichment program offered;
help the SDA recruit participants:
provide the SDA with information about public
school students who are chosen to participate in
summer enrichment activities:
administer some or all of the necessary testing;
serve as a site to meet with and interview potential
summer participants:
share their existing assessment data with summer
program planners: and.
develop a link between the prior school year's
learning and the summer program's academic
enrichment.

During the summer enrichment experience,
public schools might:

pros ide access to computers and levning software:
supply classroom space (if that space can be altered
No that it does not have the aura of a traditional
classroom ):
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supply instructors ( if those instructors are competent
in nontraditional teaching techniques):
supply curricula and other learning materials that:

are free from gender. cultural. and racial bias:
can relate directly to the world of work:
can support functional context learning:

develop job-related basic skills curricula:
provide guidance and career counseling support and
resources:
help provide ongoing assessments:
supply financial support: and.
provide other in-kind support.

As the summer program draws to a close, public
schools might:

help assess learning gains:
provide summer program participants with academic
or elective credit for participation in academic
enrichment programs: and.
implement post-summer links between the summer
program and subsequent school-year activities.
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The Roles of
Community-Based
Organizations

To sponsor the new summer program, SDAs need a
ranee of partners beyond the schools. Given the array
of characteristics and needs found among young people
who will attend summer academic enrichment pro-
grams. SDAs must be prepared to link participants
with a variety of community resources and services.
This will be true regardless of which summer enrich-
ment strategies an SDA utilizes.

One key area for community partnerships involves
provision of support services.

Although not all participants will require all
services, summer programs should arrange for supports
such as:

transportation:
food:
clothing, work clothes, and boots:
shelter (permanent and temporary ):
child care:
medical. mental health, and dental care:
substance abuse prevention and treatment:
'Qua! assistance:
counseling:
post-summer job placement assistance:
post-summer educational placement assistance:
post-summer occupational training:
other post-summer transition support:
other post-summer options for out-of-school youths:
and.
mentorships.

Over the years. SDAs have almost always assigned
summer line staff the responsibility for linking summer
participants with other services. SDAs will need to do
the same thing this summer.

However. for line staff to succeed at linking young
people with the many services necessary, they need to
be backed up by a group of youth-serving institution
that have banded together through formal and informal
interagency agreements in a way that:

ensures that the broad selection of services com-
monly needed by young people are available to
them when the young people need them: and.
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enables staff to know, in advance, what they can and
cannot promise to participants.

Another key area involving community linkages is
in the provision of jobs and work-sites that support
academic enrichment. All three of the academic
enrichment strategies described in this document
require some support from other organizations. For
example:

"Work-based learning" strategies require projects
that benefit a community while conveying impor-
tant skills to summer participants. Projects are
usually generated by community-based organiza-
tions. private-non-profit agencies. government
agencies. and grassroots neighborhood groups.
Community-based organizations. prix ate non-profit.
and government agencies often serve as work-sites
for young people in both "classroom-based enrich-
ment- and "summer jobs- programs.

The need for an array of resources that can be
provided by community government institutions and
groups dictates that SDAs will need to hammer out
formal agreements that facilitate linkage of clients with
the resources provided by those eroups.

These agreements may require negotiations with
new "partner" organizations, or perhaps the addition of
new dimensions to existing agreements. Again, the

call for partnerships.
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The Roles of
Employers

Again we sav that SDAs can no longer go it alone.
Thk* need employers as partners.

over the .'ears. most SDAs have done a good job
attracting the involvement and partnership of employ-
ers. What is different this year is the role that employ-
ers are being called upon to fulfill.

Summer youth employment programs have tradi-
tionally involved employers of-various kinds in the
pro\ ision of jobs. Some of the more sophisticated
programs have developed tbrmidable partnerships with
.mploers to handle other needs or to provide other
reSOUrCeS.

ILM ever, in inan summer programs. the primary
role of employers during the summer program was to
make available jobs that provided participants with
work experience period. Skill-building was not a
major thrust.

Although SDAs certainly need employers to
continue to provide jobs, jobs alone are no longer
enough.

Now that academic enrichment and skill-building
are mandates of the summer program. employer roles
must be significantly expanded. For example:

Work-sites must con\ ey and reinforce positive work
maturity skills. Young people should not be placed
in jobs that teach them to "disrespect" work. Jobs
must offer meaningilil work. Participants should not
he paid for just hanging out. for bad work behaviors,
or for marking time at a work-site.
Young people will need to enhance basic academic
skills and specific occupational skills on their jobs.
Work-sites. therefore, should become instructional
sites to some degree based upon the enrichment
qrateines an SDA chooses. and willingness of
employers to support this effort.
Work- site supervisors, therefore. may need to take

on the additional function of "instructor" based,

again, on the enrichment strategies an SDA chooses
and the level of buy-in of the employer.

This new educational focus carries with it major
ramifications tbr SDA planners and for employers. To
help employers to handle these new demands. SDAs
will need to fOrge new partnership agreements and
expand employersupervisor orientations.
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Key Principles
Guiding Partnership
Development
To :et up smoothly-operating academic enrichment
strategies that result in an array of valuable outcomes
for summer part:cipants. SDAs will need to develop
real partnerships with the public schools. employers.
community-based organizations, trade unions, and
others.

By "real- partnerships. we mean a dynamic.
coordinated sptem of work-sites, programs. support
services. and interventions that are bound together by a
network of tbrmal agreements. commonly-agreed-upon
procedures. joint planning. and shared resources.

SDAs must recognize that an interagency approach
to summer programming presents a major challenge.
It requires time. energy, and willingness to change
familiar ways of doing business. Interagency partner-
ships are complex. often fragile initiatives.

As we embark on the question of how to develop
effective partnerships. we note that the purpose of this
Primer is not to explore, in depth. the many intricacies
of partnership development. There are many publica-
tions that tackle the subject admirably and better than
We could hope to do so here.

On the other hand, we do want the reader to he
aware of some "absolutes- in the inter-institutional
partnership-development process. Therefore, this all-
too-brief chapter will present. in summary form.
:everal key principles that drie partnership develop-
ment.

"Brokering" is the First Step
The history of interagency partnerships shows that
collaboration doesn't come about through magic.
(iroups of more than three organizations rarely work
together effectively on their own. Certainly the JTPA
summer youth program w ill require more than three
organizations to work together.

rhe best interagency partnerships start with a
"broker- a person or small group that brings parties
together and stimulates and molds collaborative
agreements.

\ broker spearheads the partnership effort. attract-
ing organizations to come to a negotiating table until a
permanent inter-organizational gmernance or manage-
ment structure is in place. Often the broker is an
indix idual Nk hose vision, influence. and tenacity can
make things happen.
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On the other hand, some communities start with a
small brokering group of agency leaders (rather than a
single individual). Such groups convey the strong
message that is not the unique idea of a lone visionary
leader. They also pros ide a pool of leaders for continu-
ity.

An SDA may have to find or create a broker be it
an individual or group who will stimulate the
partnerships necessary to support summer academic
enrichment.

Perhaps the SDA Director will be the broker.
Maybe the SDA's Summer Program Director will be
the broker. Perhaps the director or chairperson of the
Private Industry Council will play that role. Maybe the
broker will be another community leader who thinks
that summer academic enrichment is important
something to fight for. Perhaps the SDA will organize
a group of brokers to back its summer academic
enrichment efforts.

The broker will need to bring key institutional
players to the table and get them started on the road
toward designing an effective summer academic
enrichment strategy. In doing so. these issues need to
be considered:

Since many agencies are unfamiliar w ith
cross-sector collaboration, the specialized
organizations inolx ed must learn to adjust to
ways of working that may be generally foreign to
their own organizational cultures and structures.
They must accommodate each other's ways of
operating. learn how each other communicates, and
together grope toward the definition of summer
academic enrichment objectives that all partners
can accept. They won't develop a common set of
concepts and definitions without leadership.
SDA line staff and managers. agency policy mak-
ers. school administrators, teachers, business
executives, supervisors, and government
administrators tend to start in very different
places. They won't find a common middle ground
without leadership.
Assumptions underlying the language each
organization speaks will need clarification and
brokering. Go N. emment-funded agencies tend to
care about regulations and performance standards.
and each agency has a different set. Schools tend
to talk process. Business tends to talk product.
Others speak in other languages. They won't find
a common set of assumptions without a broker
sumulating those efforts.
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Then. because of differing institutional
priorities. objectives, and habits, potential
partners may arrive at decisions in different
ways. Even seemingly triial matters. such as the
clothes people wear or how the spend their lunch
hours. may loom large in a collaborative effort.

As expected. there can be considerable difficulty
convening leaders whose mstitutions ha e not
previously worked together. They won't find a way
through these issues and other conflicts without a
broker to facilitate them.

Whether .an individual or a small group. the best
brokers are able to comfortabl!. cross institutional lines.

They can operate in several contexts, acting as trusted
translators and diplomats. fhey should be capable of
foregoing personal credit in fa or of instilling a sense
of ownership of the new system among potential
partnership leaders.

In the early stages of summer program design,
brokers need to use their official status or personal
influence to reach other leaders in the community.
Armed with a vision of what is possible. brokers
proceed to build a collaborame team.

The Broker Transfers Tasks
and Authority to Others
Partnerships are stimulated by a broker. but eventually
the partners need to take control. A ision for the
summer academic enrichment strategy is created with
the leadership ola broker. Up-front policy decisions
are made. But then, the nitty-gritty planning must take

place.
Brokering strategies N ary. but the most successful

usually involve development of two or more planning
groups:

There must be a high-le\ el "leadership planning
group- with resources, the power to commit those
resources, and the capacit to set policy.
There will also need to be one or more task fore s of
line staff and middle managers to design the nitty-
gritty aspects of the summer enrichment program
while implementing the policies developed by the
leaders planning group.

The amount and type of work these grouiv must
tackle depends upon the scup:: of the summer strategy
that is being developed.

Right Players Need to be Involved
in Strategic Planning from the Very Start
An interagency partnership supporting summer
academic enrichment needs the involvement of. and
blessings fi-otn, a ariety of decision makers from
organizations that control resources crucial to the
success of summer participants. These include:

Upper-loel policy makers
-The folks at the top- need to strongly endorse the
mission of academic enrichment, agree to share
risks and benefits equally, and direct these below
them to support the effort. These top individuals
might include:

The mayor:
/ The School Superintendent:

CEOs of local businesses:
./ Business Senior Vice Presidents:

Business Vice Presidents:
gency Executive Directors and Board Chairs:

/ Labor Union leaders:
Leaders of organizations that serve as "project
sponsors- for work-based learning projects; and,

/ Other top-level leaders of involved institutions.

Secondary decision makers at the "upper man-
agement" and operational levels
fhese folks are "just below the top.- Althoueh
their authority s.aries from place to place, they are
generally responsible for leading implementation of
projects or programs. overseeing the provision ot'
services, and operating maior doartments or
projects. They might include:

.1 ssistant School Superintendents:
School Principals:

/ Assistant Principals:
./ School department heads chairpersons:

Business Vice Presidents:
/ Business Senior Managers:

Agency Program Directors:
/ Project sponsors: and.

Labor union officials.
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The Right Players Must be Involved
in Designing and Implementing the
Summer Atademic Enrichment Strategy
A major reason why many interagency partnerships
fail over the lone term is th-t their planners assume
that backing from the top automatically means success.
False assumption!

In addition to the folks "at the top." interagency
partnerships supporting summer academic enrichment
must have the involvement of. and blessings from, the
people who will be.called upon to implement or
support implementation of the summer program.
These are usually middle managers and line staff such
as:

public school assistant principals, department
heads, curriculum developers, and teachers:
employer work-site department heads, managers.
and work-site supervisors:
labor union training officials.
skilled trades-people:
classroom teachers v. ito use non-traditional
ilstructional approaches:
specialists in aspects of projects that crews of
young people will tackle:
crew supervisors:
crew leaders: and.
other line staff described in this Primer's
chapters on summer academic enrichment strate-
gies.

"Commitment" Must be a Driving Force
An SDA that wants to develop an effective summer

academic enrichment strategy cannot develop ilmse
commitments from other players. Formal commit-
ments are crucial!

Fledgling collaborative efforts around the country
that have experienced the greatest problems failed to
secure strong support from all key players during their
earliest days.

Conversely, partnerships that have enjoyed consis-
tent success strove to gamer and sustain commitment
from the outset of planning. Even successful initia-
tives found it necessary to continue selling the partner-
ship concept in order to hold the interest and maintain
the active involvement of their intluential leaders.
middle managers. and line staff.

All these folks are busy people. Thcy regularly have
to choose among many competing priorities. The
leaders are experts in delegating responsibilities in
order to turn their attention elsewhere. The middle
managers and line staff are usually stuck %%ith far more
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than they can realistically do in the time available to
them.

Why should any of these people choose to put their
efforts into a partnership when they are faced with so
many conflicting priorities?

The most effective partnerships recognize that each
leader. manager. and line staff person will need to feel
that he or she personally, or hisiher organization. will
benefit directly from involvement in the summer
program. Strong SDAs start out marketing their vision
for the summer program in the most positive and
encouraging light possible. They continually reinforce
the key points and benefits of summer academic
enrichment so that nobody loses sight of the partner-
ships' fundamental purposes and essential elements.
And they keep it up. Continuous marketing to new
players is an important way to offset the turnover of
key players.

"Ownership" Leads to Commitment
For summer academic enrichment strategies to
succeed, involved institutions must have a sense of
"ownership" for the delivery ot' the summer program
and the outcomes derived from it.

SDAs must ask. "Are we helping our partner
institutions to feel like our efforts are their efforts too?"

"Ownership" stems from involvement. To encour-
age other organizations to feel a sense of ownership for
a summer enrichment initiative. SDAs should:

involve players at all levels within those
institutions:
involve those institutional players from the very start
of planning the academic enrichment strategy:
make those institutions bc major players in the
implementation of the enrichment strategy:
involve those institutional players in the evaluation
of the summer academic enrichment strategy: and.
incorporate input and opinions from those institu-
tional players into future changes to academic
enrichment strategies.

The sense of sharing ownership can be developed
t'rom several sources:

early involvement in planning:
communication of high expectations:
shared decision-making power: and.
fulfillment of organizational needs.
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Line staff and middle management must be sold on

the interagency concept of academic enrichment. They

must be invited not told to take part. Ownership
is best instilled by assigning tasks according to
preferences. and by giving managers and line staff
opportunities to help create their job descriptions and

to define issues they feel are important.
Leaders who -prepare the ground, plant the best

seeds. and then water and fertilize their grow th.-
produce successful gardens.

In turn, just as a teacher's high expectations
motivate students' achievement, leaders should make it
clear that all partners will be expected to become
isibly committed to the joint effort. Partners are

expected to enlist other partners. appoint capable staff
from their own organizations, and demonstrate their

personal involvement.

The Partnership Must Fulfill
Organizational Needs
The fulfillment of organizational needs w ill ine% itably

prove to be the key reason why Institutions will choose

to take part in a collaboratke effort hacking a summer
academic enrichment inniatke.

When an institutional leader sees clearly that
tangible benefits can be realized through energetic
participation. s he w ill often make collaboration a
priority.

On the other hand, when benefits to his her organi-
zation are vague or not regularly reinforced, participa-
tion in the summer program will be iew ed as xalue-

less. Leaders will he reluctant to participate whole-

heartedly.
Besides understanding how being a partner in the

summer program can meet their own organizational
needs, partners need to see how the partnership meets
the needs of the other partners needs that some-
times are not immediately evident, or are misleading at
first.

To avoid faulty communications, someone has to
spell out clearly the central reasons for each partner's
involvement. Without such mutual understanding, ii
will he difficult for partners to reach construed\
compromises on issues mer hich there is disagree-

ment.
In short. summer academic enrichment needs to he

sold through self-interest. Partners need to see benefits

to their own self-interest and the self-interest of their
partners. lncentk es hme to ne shaped for each

prospectke partner.

Partnerships Require Meticulous Planning
Virtually all of a partnership's major operational
problems and successes NA. ill cons erge around the
fundamental principles of sound planning.

Nlost problems, in fact. lk ill he caused by poor
plannirut.

Successes will result from effective planning a

clear vision, measurable objectives, solid implementa-
tion. structured communication, and reizular evalua-
tion.

DeA eloping the partnerships necessary to support
slimmer academic enrichment will take time ... and
more time. Partners must expect a long haul before an
array of summer enrichment resources can be con-
structed that regularly achieve the successes envisioned

by their creators with minimal headaches.
Underestimatimi the time needed to plan and to

continth: plannin2 throutthout implementation, will
cause major problems later.

Too often, in the rush to produce a visible product,
program planners fail to realize that, by devoting
minimal time to up-front plannitut. they are commit-
ting themselves to spend inordinate amounts of time
later copirm ith problems that could have been
avoided.

Planners should play -devil's advocate" early in the
plannine process. Anticipating possible problems in
athance helps in designing a system that will avoid
them. Solving problems later is much more complex
when they must be tackled w ithin the constraints,
structures. systems, and bureaucracy of an operating

summer program.
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Other Standard
Components of
Summer Academic
Enrichment

This Primer focuses on summer academic enrichment
;trategies. It is not meant to be an all-encompassing
guide to summer proarams.

As the reader is aware, this document started its
discussions as if the -rieht" young people were already
...moiled in the -rieht" academic enrichment programs.
and as if all other extraneous issues have been hundled.

I low excl.. we cannot itmore that fact that academic
enrichment efforts xx ill not succeed without concerted
efforts to:

recruit appropriate youna people for specific
academic enrichment programs:
obtain up-front assessment data about those young
people:
assign those young people to enrichment stratetzies
that fulfill their developmental, academic, and other
needs:
-.upport those youna people as they participate in
academic enrichment efforts:
deal w ith non-.1TPA issues faced by those oung
people:
pro ide ongoing assessment throuehout the summer:
.ind.
help those young people to make the transition from
the summer program to subsequent "advancement"
A:to. Ines.

Therefore. in addition to the enrichment-focused
Act iN !ties described earlier in this Primer, we devote
this all-too-short chapter to other key aspects or
-cimiponents" of summer program design.

e reiterate that summer proaram planning cannot
he a last-minute effort. There are many important
issues to be -hashed out." Touah questions must he

nsw ered.
i 'I,:nners need to consider a series of important

questions x hen desianing each component of the
s.ummer program.

I lence e offer a number of key categories and
accompanx ing questions that should be asked during
the summer program plannine process.
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Choosing Young People for
Summer Enrichment Programs
The legislation states. "An individual shall be eligible
to participate in the program if slle:

is aee 14 through 21: and
is economically-disadvantaaed: or
has been determined to meet the eliaibility require-
ments for free meals under the National School
Lunch Aet during the most recent school year."

Given that the total population fulfilling these
criteria in any SDA is probably larger than an SDA's
enrollment capacity. SDAs need to ask:

Which "subaroups" from amone the total eliaible
population will we serve in which summer enrich-
ment programS?
Do we define who we want to serve based on
demoaraphic qualities or skill levels or both?
What objective criteria should we use when choos-
ing who to enroll in each enrichment program from
our many eliaible applicants?
s we do this, how will we be sensitive to equity
and access issues?
Will participation in enrichment activities be
oluntary or required'?

Recruitment of Participants
Once an SDA has determined whom it intends to serve
in summer academic enrichment programs. it must
determine how it will attract these youths to apply.
The SDA will need to ask:

Who should bc the audiences of our outreach
efforts?
!low should summer academic enrichment options
be described xerbally and in writing to each

tareet audience'?
To whom should we address our marketine outreach
efforts'?
Who should do this marketineroutreach ork?
What specific marketine outreach strateuies should
be used to attract eligible youths to apply for
summer enrichment proarams?
Which oreanizations should be involved in outreach
and recruitment'?
What roles should each organization play in outreach
and recruitment'?
What do these oreanizations and their staffs need to
know if they are to carry out the outreach recruit-
ment functions effectively?
\t, hat supports and materials should these organirzi-
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tions have and/or offer if they are to carry out the
outreach/recruitment functions effectively?
How will these organizations learn what they need
to know to conduct the outreach/recruitment
function, and how will this knowledge be deliv-
ered?
How will questions from organizations conducting
recruitment be handled?

Application Procedures
Which organizations and staff should handle the
summer academic enrichment oriented aspects of
the application processes?
How will staff at these organizations be trained?
How will later questions from these organizations
and their staffs be handled?
How can applicants Ix ho need help applying be
assisted with the process'?
What additional intake processes will be necessary if
participants are to enter appropriate enrichment
programs?
What will be done to administer and respond to
applications?
How will applicants be notified that they are
enrolled in a specific enrichment program?
How will accepted applicants be notified about their
next steps?
How can these next steps be made "user friendly?"
How will applicant questions be addressed?
What logistics will be involved?

Enrichment Program Matching
In order to avoid matching "kids to slots- and begin
matching need with appropriate service. SDAs must
address the following questions:

What will be the target group(s) for each summer
academic enrichment program offered by the SDA'?
How will the SDA decide which participants will
be matched with which academic enrichment
program'?
Which participants should be enrolled in which
academic enrichment program criteria for entry
and enrollment?
Which information gathered during assessment and
counseling will be used to match participants with
appropriate academic enrichment programs?
What processes will be used to assure appropriate
program matches?
Who will be involved in the decision-making'?
What logistics will be involved in setting up this
matching process?

Orientation for Participants in
Academic Enrichment Programs
Every young person who is enrolled in a summer
academic enrichment program should receive an
orientation to that program. Before orientations can be
designed. SDAs need to answer "content" and "deliv-
ery" questions such as:

Content:
What should be the standard content of orientations
for all summer participants that focuses on aca-
demic enrichment in general?
What shou;d be the orientation content that focuses
on the specialized enrichment strategies (work-
based learning, classroom-based, summer jobs
strategies )'?

Delivery:
What types of orientations and processes will be
needed for all summer academic enrichment
program participants?
What will be the logistics for delivering standard and
specialized information to summer academic
enrichment participants?

Up-Front Assessment
Before designing an assessment process or choosing
instruments. an SDA needs to consider what role(s)
assessment should play:

to predict potential participants' chances of success
in a program?
to screen potential participants in or out of pro-
exams?
to diagnose or identify skill levels and needs of
individual participants?
to track progress through and across programs?
to evaluate effectiveness of individual programs or
interventions?
to identify additional resources needed to address the
needs of participants'?

An SDA needs to consider what kinds of education-
oriented information it nceds from applicants up-

front if it is to arrange appropriate summer enrich-
ment placements. Summer program planners might
wi3h to consider overriding questions such as:

I low w ill we know "where each young person is"
academically and "skill-wise" when s/he starts with
us?
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How will we know what type of educational
interventions are "right" for each participant who
needs academic enrichment support?
How will we know what academic goals are achiev-
able for each participant within the summer
program's time constraints?

These questions translate, in turn, to the more
detailed questions that follow:

Information gathered during
the application process:
Some education-oriented information can be gathered
during the initial application process. Questions such
as the following arise:

What education-oriented information should or can
be gathered dunng the application process?
What should the education-oriented phase of the
application process look like?
What information should be solicited from schools
and alternative education programs?
What information should be collected from appli-
cants on the summer program's application
form(s)'?
How can the up-front information process and
form(s) be made "user friendly" for participants and
educational institutions?
How will this information be used?
What logistics will be involved in the information-
gathering process?
How can the SDA insure that it doesn't duplicate
prior information-gathering; but rather obtains
information from whoever has it?

Information gathered through
administration of tests and other instruments:
If participants are to be placed into appropriate
academic enrichment options, SDAs will need to
consider the use of formal instruments that might have
been administered before. upon, or after program entry.
These instruments might measure:

reading level/comprehension/application skills:
writing capacitygrammar application skills;
mathematics level.comprenensioniapplication
skills;
higher-order thinking skills;
problem-solving skills:
hfe skills:
parenting skills:
social!interpersonal skills:
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leadership skills;
pre-employmentiwork-maturity skills;
occupational interests;
specific occupational skills;
vocational aptitudes; and.
other skills.

SDAs need also to consider issues such as:

Of the instruments we administer, which will be in
the form of pre- and post-tests?
What modes of performance-based testing can be
utilized?
How will we "benchmark" learning?
To what extent might successful performance of
work tasks be the tests?
How will youths be involved in and oriented to the
measurement process'?
How will participants be "put at ease" with the
measurement process?
Who will administer tests and other instruments, if
any?
When will testing/administration occur, if appli-
cable?
How will information gleaned from measurement
processes be used?
What logistics will be involved in the measurement
process?

Other information that should be gathered up
front:
Since testing is not the only form of assessment. SDAs
need to consider:

What other education-related, skills-based informa-
tion must be gathered up front'?
How will it be gathered and by whom?
When will it be gathered?
How will information gleaned from this process bc
used?
What logistics will be involved in the gathering of
this information?

Interpretation of up-front information:
Once testing and other assessment procedures have
been completed. SDAs need to consider:

Who will interpret up-front assessment informa-
tion?
How will this information be used'?
What logistics will bc involved in interpreting and'
using this information?
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Will assessment information be shared with
involved institutions and:or with individuals w ho
provide instruction or training? If so. how and
what?

Service Strategy Development
What elements will be present in each participant's
service strategy?
Who will develop an initial service strategy for each
summer participant?
What processes will be used to deelop these service
strategies'?
How will the strategy become a ing document-
that is reviewed and revised throtuthout the summer
program?
What additional assessments will he conducted
throughout the summer program that w ill contribute
information to :,erv ice strategy re. iew. revision.
and subsequent implementation'?
Who will be responsible for monitoring, revising..
and overseeing ongoing implementation of each
participant's service strategy'?

Counseling
What counseling will be called for to help partici-
pants use up-front and on-going information'?
What counseling will be offered to assist participants
to develop their initial service strategies'?
What counseling w ill be offered to enable ongoing
review and revision of service strategies?

Referrals to Other Services
Which information gathered during up-front
assesgrient and counseling will be used to match
participants with appropriate non-JTPA services'?
How will assessment and linkage information be
incorporated into each participant's service strat-
egy'?
What vehicles. policies, and or linkages will enable
JTPA staff to link participants with non-JTPA
services?
What processes w ill be used to assure appropriate
referrals to and linkages with those services?
Who will be involved in the decision-making?
What logistics will be involved in setting up match-
ing and linking process?
Who w ill follow-up on summer participants to
assure that they receive the serv ices they need?

On-Going Counseling and Case Management
What counseling and case management support
should be offered to all summer participants?
What criteria will be used to define what types, how
often, and in w hat forms these supports will be
provided?
What program and administrative supports will be
provided to line staff w ho. when providing such
supports. disco% er a participarn need that should be

addressed?
!low will each participant's individual service
strategy play an on-going role'?
What logistics are in olved in providing on-going
counseling and case management supports to
participants?

On-Going Assessment
Before designing an on-going assessment process or
choosing instruments. an SDA needs to consider what
the roler si of on-going assessment should be:

To identify and monitor learning gains?
To diagnose or identify ongoing needs of individual
participants'?
To track progress through and across programs?
To evaluate effectiveness of individual programs or
interventions'?
To identil additional resources needed to address
the needs of participants?
To certify learning gains or skills attained?

Design and Logistical Issues
Summer program planners might wish to consider
overriding questions such as:

I low will we know -where each young person is-
now .ersus w hen s he started with us?
What education and skill-based information should
or can be gathered on an ongoing basis?
Flow will we know whether the type of enrichment
intervention we chose for each participant was the
"right" one?
I low will we know whether the skills-based goals
we set for each participant are actually going to be
realistic and achie%able within the summer
program's constraints'?
What modes of performance-based testing can be
utilized?
Who will administer ongoing assessments?
When w ill ongoing assessments occur?
What logistics will he in% olved in the ongoing
information-gathering process'?
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End-of-Summer Transition Services
One of.the four purposes of the Summer Youth Em-
ployment and Training Program is to "encourage school
completion or enrollment in supplementary or alterna-
tive school programs." Toward that end. SDAs need to
ensure that the transition back into school for in-school
young people acknowledges the value of their summer
experience, and that the learning gains made by out-of-
school youth be used to open the doors to supplemen-
tary or alternative education for them.

Key questions about end-of-summer transition
services are:

What assessments will be done regarding partici-
pants' summer learning/skills gains?
How will the information gleaned through end-of-
summer assessments be coordinated with subse-
quent school activities for in-school youths?
I For example, how will summer learning be

connected with the school-based learning that
recommences in September?

How will the information gleaned through end-of-
summer assessments be used to guide subsequent

interventions for out-of-school youths?
For example. how will summer learning gains be
used to encourage appropriate placements of
out-of-school youths in alternative education
programs that begin in September?
And. which summer participants will move into
year-round JTPA youth programs?

What work-related transition services will be
provided to participants for whom there are no
subsequent JTPA options when the summer
program ends?
What other year-round supports will be offered to
minimize the chances that summer gains will
dissolve over time?

SUMMER BEGINNINGS: AN OVERVIEW

In June of 1993. the Center for Human Resources at Brandeis University, in conjunction with the U.S.
Department of Labor, announced the initiation of a new thirteen site summer demonstration program. called

Summer Beginnings, focusing on new approaches to learning and preparation for work. Summer Begin-

nings is designed to pilot and document effective summer work and learning strategies for youth -- strate-

gies that focus on work-based learning and learning-rich work. Through performance-based assessment,

Summer Beginnings also seeks to improve the summer-to-school transition for young people. documenting

their summer work and learning achievements and sharing them with the schools.

The major goal of Summer Beginnings is to introduce young people to learning in direct connection with
work and to introduce concrete. "real world" applications ofknowledge to classroom instruction, by

combining work and learning. To accomplish this. Swnmer Beginnings focuses on two broad program

strategies:

Work-based Learning Programs. Totally integrates work and learning, with the major learning

activities taking place on the job. With the facilitation of a crew leader. a group of young people

research. plan. implement. and evaluate all aspects of a project and its accompanying tasks.

Classroom-based Programs. Combines a mix of classroom learning with real work experience. Major

learning activities take place in both the classroom and at the work-site. Work experience is designed to

supplement classroom learning, and classroom activities are designed to convey work-oriented skills.

Summer Beginnings also enables communities to rc-think their approaches to youth employment training

and summer jobs programs. A major feature ofSummer Beginnings is an active partnership between

employers and schools so that classroom teachers will be better informed about the workplace and employ-

ers will be armed with strategies for helping young people to learn.

As Summer Beginnings moves into the fail. Brandeis will work with each site to prepare program and
policy recommendations for improving the quality of programming for youth through a strong work and
learning connection. In addition. Brandeis will assist sites in lone-term planning and the building of
partnerships with schools during the regular academic year. For more information on the Summer Begin-

nings program. contact Lisa La Cava at (617) 736-3770.
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